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Abstract

The development of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs) has during
recent years paved the way for important improvements within the industry of
long haulage driving. Never have heavy duty vehicles been that safe and efficient
as they are today and one may argue that high-level competition among manu-
facturers and strongly regulated legislations are the major underlying causes of
contribution. Further on, driver support is currently taking further steps towards
autonomous driving which makes vehicle ego-motion estimation a more crucial task
to deal with. Novel estimation techniques should guarantee robustness, precision
and redundancy to further increase the level of performance in tomorrow’s driver
support systems.

This thesis presents a multi-sensor approach for two-dimensional ego-motion
estimation based on a sensor set-up comprised by the above-ground type sensors
Doppler radar and accelerometer along with the conventional inductive wheel en-
coder and yaw-rate sensor. A decentralized Kalman filter architecture with radar-
based fusion state feedback and incorporated outlier detection has been imple-
mented to gain robust long-term accuracy. Estimation of instantaneous longitudi-
nal speed and yaw-rate are delivered by system, developed to suit a modern Scania
produced heavy duty vehicle with standard specifications.

The Proposed ego-motion estimation system has been, in estimation of lon-
gitudinal speed, shown to perform better than currently employed system. The
proposed system is, based on tests in estimation of longitudinal speed on highway,
shown capable to reduce Maximum Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) with up to 27 % and 45 %, respectively. Further on, increased
sensitivity at low-speed start-stop driving has been achieved.



Sammanfattning

Tillverkningsindustrin för tunga fordon har p̊a senare år tagit stora steg framåt i
utvecklingen av avancerade förarassistansfunktioner. Dagens system möjliggör ef-
fektivare transportlösningar som är b̊ade säkrare och mer miljövänliga än n̊agonsin
tidigare. Tänkbara orsaker till grund för denna utveckling är h̊art åtstramade
lagkrav, tuff konkurrens samt ett allt tydligare fokus p̊a automatisering. För att i
framtiden n̊a fulländad autonomi sp̊as krav p̊a högre precision och robusthet samt
en utvecklad funktionalitet i framtida fordonssystem. Som ett led i denna utveck-
lingsprocess har estimering av fordonsdynamik i form av hastighetsskattning f̊att
en alltmer betydande roll som indata för flertalet essentiella fordonssystem.

Utfört arbete har genererat ett nytt hastighetsskattningssystem för tunga for-
don. Med, för sammanhanget nya givare s̊asom accelerometer och dopplerradar
samt de mer konventionella givartyperna, hjulsensor och rotationsgivare, estimeras
hastighet i tv̊a dimensioner. Longitudinell hastighet och rotationshastighet kring
fordonets vertikala axel. Föreslaget system ugörs av en decentraliserad och kalman-
filterbaserad arkitektur med radarfusionerad återkoppling och inbyggd feldetektion
i syfte passa dagens tunga fordon tillverkade av Scania.

Det visar sig att föreslaget system är kapabelt till konkurrenskraftig hastighets-
skattning, varvid longitudinell hastighet skattas med bäst resultat. Test av mo-
torvägskörning i tät traffik visar att maximalt absolutfel och kvadratiskt medelvä-
rdesfel kan reduceras med upp till 27 % respektive 45 % mätt relativt dagens
metodik. Vidare, signifikanta prestandaförbättringar har p̊avisats vid test av start-
och stoppdetektion under l̊aghastighetstester.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The commercial transportation manufacturers being part of today’s modern society
stand ahead of a challenging and demanding era of time. Future vehicular systems
should not only bring improved functionality but also fulfill strongly regulated
constraints and legal requirements set to limit the environmental impact.

Research and development of Heavy Duty Vehicles (HDVs) for commercial road
transportation have during recent years taken further steps in development. Ma-
jor progress has been made towards autonomous driving, improved fuel efficiency
and decreased emission levels which may be a result due to the incorporation of
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs). One may argue that strong reg-
ulations and intensive competition among companies have made safety, efficiency
and sustainability to the most powerful sales arguments up to date.

ADASs represents a group of functionalities developed to support the driver in
scenarios that may occur while driving the vehicle [1]. Some functions are more
for help with daily and controlled maneuvering of the vehicle such as navigation
systems or cruise control meanwhile other functionalities are true safety systems.
One such safety system is the Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) made to gain
controllability and decrease the risk for road traffic accidents [2]. Development of
ADASs seems to progress fast and functionalities that might be considered as future
vehicular features today may be incorporated in standardized systems, within a
decade or two.

In order to gain utility of ADASs, sufficient robustness and precision to an
adequate level should be guaranteed. Hence, future systems may require accurate
sensor measurements to work properly which is essentially important for systems
that relies on the vehicle’s current motion relative the environment. Reasonably,
improvement of system performance may be significantly dependent and limited
by the level of information that new sensors can provide. To clarify, one may argue
that more data available should open up for new methodologies capable of deliv-
ering improved performance in estimation of even the most fundamental entities.
One such entity is the positioning estimate of the vehicle which is a necessity in
many of today’s existing ADASs [1]. Particularly, the perhaps most central part of
the position estimation process of road vehicles is the two-degree of freedom ego-
motion comprised by longitudinal speed and yaw-rate [3]. Sensors such as Doppler
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

radar and Global Positioning System (GPS) have during recent years gained in-
creased performance to a lower cost. Therefore, one may argue that as more
sensor-data from different sensor types become available current speed estimation
technique should potentially become possible to improve. A new methodology,
improved with regards to any technical aspect should not only provide the driver
with more accurate estimates about the true vehicle speed but also contribute to
the functionality and accuracy of today’s ADASs.

The two-dimensional ego-motion estimator currently used in Scania produced
heavy duty vehicles is based on wheel-based motion and gyroscopic sensors. These
sensors are proprioceptive and hence the vehicle motion estimation is based on
internal measurements within the vehicle’s body coordinate frame [3]. However,
current methodology suffers from severe constraints which should be possible to
overcome by incorporation of additional exteroceptive sensor measurements. To
decrease the wheel dependency and increase long-term accuracy and redundancy,
sensors such as Doppler radar and GPS could potentially be incorporated, all char-
acterized by their unique properties [3, 4, 5]. However, the question to answer is
whether or not mentioned sensors can improve today’s currently employed method-
ology and how such a required multi-sensor system should be designed with regards
to architecture, fault detection, fusion and data processing. Additionally, current
legislation adopted by the European Parliament and the Council of the European
Union requires tachometer calibration every second-year [6]. By use of exterocep-
tive sensors, on-line self-calibration of wheel encoders may then, in a technical and
legal perspective become a novel topic of interest. Even though current legislation
requires unconditional recurrent calibration today, auto-calibration may render this
procedure unnecessary in the future.

Based on the work presented by Kellner et al. in [7], incorporation of the
Doppler radar has shown a promising potential in first-stage implementation car-
ried out at Scania CV AB. The work so far has only been examined internally and
tested on a PC platform with high computational resources. Indications to im-
provement in estimation of longitudinal speed and yaw-rate estimation have been
observed which further motivated the initialization of this project. This thesis
proposes a multi-sensor two-dimensional ego-motion estimator based on ADAS-
utilized sensors, Doppler radar, accelerometer, yaw-rate sensor and conventional
inductive hall-effect wheel encoder. The work has been carried out in collaboration
of Scania CV AB and KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm within the
scope of a Master thesis project.

1.1 Problem Formulation

This thesis project was initiated and performed to evaluate the following problem:

• Is it possible to on-line estimate longitudinal speed and yaw-rate of a heavy
duty vehicle by adaptive fusion through statistic weighting of data from the
ADAS-utilized and available sensors such as Doppler radars, accelerometer,
wheel encoder and yaw-rate sensor.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

– Can the proposed system perform better than the currently employed
ego-motion estimator.

– What system input/output delay is required to be tolerated due to the
proposed system.

– To what extent is the system performance affected by use of several
Doppler radars, front-looking and side-looking compared to use of only
one front-looking Doppler radar.

– Are front-looking or side-looking radars to prefer in longitudinal speed
and yaw-rate estimation, respectively.

• Is it possible to perform real-time auto-calibration of wheel-based motion
sensor sensors, inductive wheel encoder and yaw-rate sensor by use of Doppler
radars.

– Is it capable to ensure level of performance required by current legisla-
tion.

– Will current legislation theoretically allow on-line auto-calibration.

• Can complete vehicle stop be detected.

– What is the lowest longitudinal speed detectable.

Absolute performance and characteristics refers to comparison of the proposed
system and existing production system evaluated against chosen ground-truth.
Measures to evaluate performance are described and presented in detail in Chapter
4.

1.2 Approach and Objectives

In order to evaluate problems stated in Section 1.1, this thesis project has been
carried out through three different project-phases presented in Figure 1.1. In the

Literature Study Implementation
Testing & 
Evaluation

Project Procedure

Figure 1.1: Project procedure showcasing the most essential steps carried out
within the thesis project.

literature study, relevant facts about proposed sensors, fusion architectures and
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

filtering theory were reviewed to gain knowledge about relevant system-related
topics. Additionally, literature related to the field of vehicle speed estimation were
collected to gain knowledge about current state of the art, both in a broader and
more narrow sense.

The second phase was utilized for implementation and development of the pro-
posed system which was performed in MATLAB and Simulink. The proposed
system was implemented by approach to fit the platform of a heavy duty vehicle
with regular equipment according to today’s standards with specific attention to
available sensors and computational resources. It should be noticed that it was not
the intension to implement the proposed system on final hardware of a production
vehicle but rather keep this limiting perspective in mind. A further description of
limitations connected to this thesis project is described and analyzed in Section
1.3.

The last project-phase was comprised by testing and evaluation of the proposed
system. Here, the proposed system was evaluated in relation to currently employed
production ego-motion system in Scania produced HDVs and a ground-truth refer-
ence system with functionality described in Section 2.4.3. The proposed system was
attempted to be tested with regards to robustness, precision and implementability
to evaluate its feasibility as a novel speed estimation system to be incorporated
in future system design of Scania produced HDVs. Relative measurements were
considered of high relevance as the aim of this thesis has been to focus on finding
an improved methodology with promising properties rather than a methodology
with desired absolute performance.

Evaluation and testing of proposed system was performed on PC-platform in
the same development environment as the implementation work. The system-input
has been generated by playback of real-world recordings from a Scania produced
HDV being currently used for test purposes. Logged data were partly streamed di-
rectly from sensors and not entirely through the vehicles Controller Area Network
(CAN) which would be the case of system use in a general production vehicle [2].
Data have been, with high priority, collected during demanding traffic scenarios
reflect and induce the proposed system’s worst case performance. Also, recordings
have been made with various length in order to cover different dynamics. System
evaluation and performance testing relative current methodology and ground-truth
are presented both graphically and numerically to showcase results from a intuitive
and measurable perspective, respectively.

The following implementation and testing related objectives have been considered:

• Develop a sensor-fusion ego-motion system estimating longitudinal speed and
yaw-rate.

– Propose and implement a system architecture for filtering and fusing
sensor measurement data.

– Propose and implement a method for initialization, outlier/fault detec-
tion and smoothing of proposed system, measurements and estimates,
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

respectively.

– Limit system computational requirements to fit a standard specified
Scania produced heavy duty vehicle.

– Implement on-line auto-calibration of wheel encoder and yaw-rate sen-
sor.

• Evaluate performance of the proposed ego-motion estimator in comparison
to currently employed methodology and Real Time Kinematic Global Posi-
tioning System (RTK GPS).

• Review current legislation and related requirements for regular calibration
of wheel encoder (tachometer calibration) and evaluate possible actions for
improvement by use of proposed system.

1.3 Delimitation

A heavy duty vehicle’s computational resources are in general heavily limited by
the processing capabilities of the Electronic Controller Unit (ECU) which is the
hardware running the vehicle’s different electronic systems [2]. This aspect, related
to system complexity, has therefore contributed as a major delimitation of this
thesis project’s proposed ego-motion estimation system. The currently employed
speed estimation system is already today being considered insufficient and in need
of improvement. Hence, a new system suitable for implementation in near-future
production vehicles was prioritized.

This thesis project was aimed to develop and propose an alternative approach
based exclusively on currently available technology. One major challenge induced
was to limit the computational effort sufficiently to make the proposed system ap-
propriate for Scania produced HDVs with standard hardware specifications. There-
fore, only sensor types and Electronic Controller Units (ECUs) that are currently
available and utilized have been considered in this project. A typical high-end
automotive ECU is the Freescale MPC5674F specified in [8] which has been used
as the reference ECU throughout this project. Even though it was, already from
the project start, considered unreasonable to finalize the proposed system in plat-
form specific configuration. It was considered of importance to have mentioned
delimiting aspects in mind from the very beginning while designing the proposed
system.

It should be mentioned that the test-vehicle used within this thesis project is
not a general production vehicle meaning that some differences in configuration
may occur. Such a deviation is the different mounting position of sensors. Due to
differences in vehicle configurations Scania vehicle fleet, one specific sensor config-
uration on one vehicle model may not necessarily be applicable to all other vehicle
models offered. Hence, relative mounting position and direction of sensor unit ef-
fects on system performance have therefore been disregarded. Additionally, other
differences that have been considered of lower importance for the purpose of this
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

thesis work have been omitted. The ECU specifications and sensor set-up assumed
are presented in Figure 1.2 which are considered typical standard system specifi-
cations and equipment.

Yaw-rate sensor Doppler Radar
Global 

Positioning 
System (GPS)

Accelerometer

Electronic Controller Unit (ECU)

Freescale MPC5674F
32-bit CPU @ 256 MHz

4 MB Flash Memory
256 KB SRAM

Inductive Wheel 
Encoder

Figure 1.2: ECU specification and sensor set-up assumed available.

Besides the limited amount of data capable to be processed at every time stamp,
system architecture, processing procedures and filtering are chosen carefully with
mentioned limitation in mind. Additionally, current motion state of a HDV can
be affected by rapid changes with possibly short prediction horizons which limits
tolerated amount of system delay and hence the on-line signal processing capabil-
ities. As earlier mentioned, it has not been the intension to propose a complete
platform implementable ego-motion estimator by the end of this project but rather
an implementation mirroring the level of performance to be expected of a potential
final vehicle ECU implementation. However, due to code generating capabilities,
the conversion has by this means been considered as a separate task outside the
boarders of this thesis project.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows; Chapter 2 presents work that has
been done prior to this thesis project both in a theoretical context with State of
the Art theory and currently employed methodologies applied by vehicle manufac-
turers as of today. Chapter 3 describes the implementation phase of this thesis
project describing the system architecture, processing steps, filtering and fusion
techniques that have been implemented. In-vehicle-tests and method of evaluation
are presented in Chapter 4. Further on, Chapter 5 presents the results showcasing
the performance of proposed system relative currently utilized speed estimation
methodology and absolute ground-truth reference. The Results are discussed and
analyzed in Chapter 6 where problems and limitations are brought up. Last but
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not least important, Chapter 7 presents the conclusions that can be drawn from
the outcome of this project and future work to be done in the future.
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Chapter 2

Background

From the very beginning, prior to the introduction of ADASs into road vehicles,
ego-motion estimation was probably used primarily to give the human driver in-
formation about the instantaneous longitudinal speed. Most likely, no specific
requirements on precision were needed as the speed measure was more or less used
for reference to help the driver adopt the vehicle speed manually. However, this
functionality is still used for the same reason but is perhaps not why improve-
ments are of particular interest today. The use of vehicle motion state estimation
has grown rapidly during recent years and so have the worth in accuracy and re-
dundancy of the estimate itself [1]. Safety systems, gear-shifting strategies, digital
tachometers are just a few examples of systems in today’s Scania produced long
haulage vehicles that relays on the motion state in order to work properly. Also,
the longitudinal motion is not the only dimension where speed is of particular in-
terest. Today, the vehicle’s yaw-rate representing the rotational speed around the
vertical axle is of additional interest as well as the lateral speed [3]. By providing
these speed estimates with a higher degree of accuracy, precision and an increased
level of redundancy, further improved precision of systems in need of this informa-
tion may be achieved. To follow-up the continuous process towards an autonomous
long haulage vehicle industry, mentioned improvements should be unconditionally
necessarily and unavoidable. In fact, the society may never be able to accept and
trust autonomous road transportation unless these systems can guarantee suffi-
cient performance. Therefore, previous arguments should have paved the way for
considering the currently employed methodology insufficient.

A heavy duty vehicle produced by Scania CV AB according to today’s standards
is equipped with several sensors such as GPS-receivers, accelerometers, gyroscopes,
Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs), Doppler radars and cameras. The majority of
these sensors should potentially be useful in a novel ego-motion estimation tech-
nique for heavy duty vehicles.

Vehicle ego-motion estimation regardless of the number of dimensions is not new
and mentioned sensors should all, either solely or in common be able to contribute.
The GPS-receiver might be the most popular sensor so far used for positioning
in vehicles as it can provide accurate absolute measurements about the vehicles
speed and direction relative the world coordinate frame [3]. However, as there
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are occasions such as among tall buildings or tunnels where outage should be
expected, the GPS by itself should not be sufficient to provide a robust and accurate
measurement at all times. During recent years the Doppler radar has become more
or less a standard sensor in Scania’s vehicle fleet most likely due to it’s current
improved precision to a more reasonable cost. One may also argue that the Doppler
radars different working strategy should be more robust to sensor measurement
outages compared to the GPS. Therefore, the Doppler radar should be a potential
candidate for use in new ego-motion estimation methodologies as proposed in [7].
The rest of this chapter will explain and describe current methodologies and theory
known up to date.

2.1 Current Ego-motion Techniques in HDVs

As earlier mentioned, currently employed ego-motion estimation system operates
by complete use of the proprioceptive sensors, the wheel encoder and yaw-rate
sensor. The wheel encoder, either inductive or optic possesses two fundamental
strengths, low cost and high direct measurement precision [3, 9]. Unfortunately,
there also exists associated weaknesses when in use for vehicle body motion estima-
tion. The speed estimate will be heavily exposed o systematic and random errors,
some more difficult than others to compensate for [9]. The major root causes to
mentioned error modes may be inaccurately defined wheel radius and presence of
wheel slippage, respectively. Hence, the true vehicle speed will not necessarily
conform with the actual wheel speed even though it may be determined through
accurate measurements of the rotational speed of the wheels. These error modes
should be considered as a consequence by use of proprioceptive sensors incapable of
capturing motion relative the environment. However, the wheel slippage is a highly
stochastic process partly driven by the drivers heavy foot and weather conditions
which in a combination may be considered almost impossible to model robustly.

Based on previously mentioned characteristics, incorrect vehicle speed estimates
should reasonably become more evident in situations with presence of fast changes
in motion, perhaps when safety systems used to avoid accidents are needed the
most. So, one might argue that the vehicle speed estimates will have their largest
errors when accuracy should be of highest importance to support the driver. How-
ever, mentioned limitations should clearly motivate an increased interest of im-
proved motion estimation techniques of future HDVs.

Additional limitations of the currently employed sensors with perhaps large
impact to the estimation correctness is the demanding physical mounting position
set close to the wheels. The wheel encoder and yaw-rate sensor mounted on a
Scania produced heavy duty vehicle may be exposed to fast temperature changes,
high amount of dust and severe degree of humidity which in the long-run should
affect it’s behavior. The sensor’s tough environmental conditions might shorten
it’s lifetime and also impose an increased risk for sensor failure or unexpected
disturbances. Due to this limitation along with the wheel radius issue, calibration
regarding mounting position and wheel radius is currently required according to
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legislations accepted by The European Parliament and the Council of the European
Union [6]. Current legislation ensures for instance accuracy and deviations to be
within certain error-bounds from true value [10, 6]. However, even though the
calibration procedure may have been performed correctly, the wheels used by the
time of calibration at an authorized service station cannot be guaranteed to be of
the same radius as those actually used in traffic. This possesses an uncontrollable
gap for manipulation despite current regulation. Hence, the wheel dependence is
a major limitation that may only be reduced or overcome by use of additional
sensors.

The history has shown that there exist drivers within the long haulage trans-
portations industry who are willing to overcome the legislated limitation of driving
hours and maximum speed without being noticed [10]. By mounting wheels with
larger wheel radius, the tachometer recording the driving statistics may then impos-
sibly detect the extra distance traveled per wheel revolution. Mentioned procedure
has, in history, been shown as one illegal but successful manipulation strategy.
Additionally, it has also been reported that some drivers manipulate the system
through small changes in mounting position of the wheel-speed sensor to generate
a lower magnetic field intensity used to measure the rotation of the sensor’s tooth
wheel. The effect may if lucky be an inaccurate but lowered speed estimates deliv-
ered to the tachometer. However what many drivers have not noticed is that this
way of sensor manipulation may impose severe consequences to the vehicle func-
tionality and lifetime. This is because other systems in need of this estimate will
assume a lower speed and hence other working conditions. This may for example
affect the gearbox’s shifting strategy in turn forcing the engine to work incorrectly
at inefficient and potentially harmful dynamics.

Lastly, in accordance with the work towards a higher degree of autonomy in
heavy duty vehicles, systems would benefit a higher level of accuracy in longitudi-
nal speed and yaw-rate estimation especially at lower speeds where wheel sensors
should be less accurate and well-functioning.

2.2 Related Work

This Section presents work that have been done within the context of vehicle
motion estimation using both specified sensor types to be accounted for within
and outside this thesis project.

2.2.1 Ego-Motion From Sensor Data

Earlier, prior to this thesis project, research have been done regarding potential
impact of different sensors on improved positioning and motion estimation of ve-
hicles. It seems to be the case that the conventional wheel encoder has been the
most widely used sensor for speed estimation in history. In 1996, Borenstein et
al. presented their work in [9], describing and analyzing systematic and random
odometry errors arising when using conventional wheel sensors. Additionally, the
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authors proposed a solution for correcting errors of systematic nature.
It seems to be the case that most attention within the field related to other

sensor types have been directed towards the use of GPS to improve positioning.
Presented in [4], Bevly evaluated a methodology of using the GPS for correcting
IMU measurements to provide more accurate speed estimates holding even under
outage of GPS signal. Further on in [11], Bevly et al. showed the usefulness of
the GPS along with the wheel sensor in order to determine the rate of slippage
indeterminable by the wheel sensor itself. Additionally, yaw-rate estimation among
other ego-motion entities have been estimated successfully in model based approach
with use of GPS by Anderson et al. in [12].

The use of visual sensory measurements has for vehicle positioning been tested
and proved functioning in autonomous robot applications which was presented by
Nistér et al. in [13]. The authors demonstrate how cameras in both monocular and
stereo set-up can be used and discuss performance of both distance and yaw-rate
estimates relative Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) measurements.

The Doppler radar was first studied as an alternative and/or complement to
wheel based odometry at least as early as in 1993 when Kleinhempel presented
a Doppler speedometer in [14]. The study showcased promising results for radar
based vehicle speed estimation.

More recently, the use of Doppler radar for ego-motion and positioning estima-
tion was studied in depth by Kellner et al. and presented some of their work in
[7, 15, 16, 17]. In [7], the two dimensional ego-motion represented by longitudi-
nal speed and yaw-rate was estimated using a three-step procedure with Doppler
radar data from a single sensor unit. First, the system performs outlier-detection
iteratively to reject non-stationary reflection points, followed by transformation to
the sensor’s relative coordinate frame. Lastly, longitudinal speed and yaw-rate es-
timates are calculated based on geometric relations, sensor mounting location and
orientation relative vehicle ego-motion reference frame. By regression method-
ology, best fit to all non-rejected data-points has been argued to yield desired
ego-motion. Additionally, the authors claims that the proposed algorithm should
be able to replace a wheel sensor-based speed estimation system.

Further on, in [15], the same authors extended their study to ego-motion using
several sensor units simultaneously, all allowed to be mounted on an arbitrary, but
well known location and direction relative to the vehicle’s coordinate frame. The
authors have also presented work on lateral speed estimation on vehicles using
Doppler radar which was presented in [16]. Even more recently in 2015, Kellner
and co. workers presented in [17] a new statistical approach for ego-motion es-
timation from Doppler radar measurements which was argued and showcased to
perform better than the conventional wheel based measurement method and earlier
proposed radar based one presented in [7].

Hantsch et al. presented studies on antenna properties used for true ground
speed measurements based on radar data in [18].
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2.3 System and Filter Theory

This section describes theory behind system architectures, Kalman filtering and
additive methodologies relevant to this project.

2.3.1 Multi-Sensor Fusion Architecture

Up until today, there seem to have been two well studied architectures on how to
fuse data in a multi-sensor set-up using the Kalman filtering theory, both presented
and described in a technical context in [19]. Additionally, the two methodologies
commonly referred to as the centralized and decentralized architectures have been
further studied and compared by Salahshoor et al. in [20]. Gan et al. men-
tioned both methods in [21] where they further analyzed different implementable
approaches focusing on the centralized structure. The two architectures possesses
both unique strengths and weaknesses due to the order in which data is being
processed with regards to fusion and filtering [21, 20]. A graphical overview of the
two structures is presented in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Graphical overview of the centralized and decentralized structure in
use of three sensor observations, based on Figure 1 and Figure 2 in [20].

The centralized structure fuses all measurement data from all sensors immediately
through a fusion block from which the fused measurement expression is fed into a
Kalman filter to generate a estimated state and covariance [19]. A single sensor
measurement may be modeled and represented as

zi = Cix+ ei, (2.1)

where Ci is the observation model, x the state being measured and ei measurement
noise related to the sensor [20]. The measurement fusion expression of the central-
ized structure is found by stacking measurements row-wise to yield the following

z =


z1
z2
...
zN

 =


C1

C2
...
CN

x+


e1
e2
...
eN

 . (2.2)

The constructed global observation matrix in (2.2) consisting of stacked single sen-
sor observation models Ci will be characterized row-wise by the number of sensors
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[20]. Hence, the global observation matrix will define the size of the residual co-
variance being part of the Kalman filter to be explicitly expressed in Section 3.4.
In [20] the centralized structure has been argued more computational inefficient
compared to the decentralized when the number of sensors are increased. This is
because the dimension of the innovation matrix in the Kalman filter will be at least
as large as the number of sensors used, which in calculation, if large number of
sensors used, will require inversion of high-dimensional matrices. Additionally it
has also been argued that the centralized structure may be inapplicable to imple-
ment for on-line estimation and that the decentralized structure should be better
in order to detect outliers [20].

Meanwhile the centralized structure fuses single measurements generating a
larger and perhaps computational inefficient observation matrix into it’s first stage,
the decentralized structure filters single measurements in local Kalman filters to
generate states and covariances from each individual sensor [20, 19]. The local
Kalman filter outputs are then fused in a fusion block outputting a final state and
covariance comparable to the filter output of the centralized structure. However,
it is not to the decentralized structure’s advantage all time. Meanwhile authors
in [20] argues the decentralized structure to be preferred in on-line applications,
the opposite has been claimed in [21] due to risk of inconsistency caused during
linearization models. One should be aware of that information are lost when fusing
data through a decentralized systemization which is not the fact when fusing and
filtering through centralized methodology. However, none of the two methods have
been claimed to outperform the other with regards to all aspects simultaneously.
Also, a variant on the decentralized structure has also been proposed in [22] by
Sun and later the same year with extension in [23] by Sun et al.

In order to gain improvement, a modification to the plain decentralized struc-
ture was presented in [20] where feedback looping was proposed. By feeding the
fused output state and covariance to the input of all local Kalman filters, the filters
become able to predict the next state based on information about the current fused
state instead of solely the sensors own current local state [20].

2.3.2 The Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter is a recursive filter algorithm constructed to optimally per-
form system state estimation of dynamical systems to obtain the smallest possible
quadratic error [19]. The filter operates using a predefined system model and takes
all available sensor information up to the present time into consideration. The
following linear model is used by the filter

xi+1 = Aixi +Biui + wi, (2.3)

zi = Cixi + vi. (2.4)

xi+1 represents the predicted system state meanwhile xi represents the present
state. zi represents the estimated observation and ui the control input. Ai, Bi and
Ci represents motion, control and output motion models, respectively. wi and vi
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represents process and measurement noise which are both assumed to be zero-mean
white processes with covariances matrices Q and R. The subscript i represents the
current time step.

The standard Kalman Filter algorithm proceeds in two steps, a prediction step
and a measurement update step [19].

1. Prediction Step
x̂i+1|i = Aix̂i|i +Biui, (2.5)

Pi+1|i = AiPi|iAi
T +BiQiBi

T . (2.6)

2. Measurement Update Step

x̂i+1|i+1 = x̂i+1|i +Ki+1(zi+1 − Ci+1x̂i+1|i), (2.7)

Pi+1|i+1 = Pi+1|i −Ki+1Ci+1Pi+1|i, (2.8)

where the Kalman gain Ki+1 is defined

Ki+1 = Pi+1|iCi+1
T (Ci+1Pi+1|iCi+1

T +Ri+1)
−1
. (2.9)

The prediction step defines the expected propagation of the system states x̂i+1|i
and covariances Pi+1|i between current time stamp and the next [19]. x̂i|i and Pi|i
represents the system state and covariance at time t = i given all observations up
to time t = i, respectively.

The measurement step takes new measurements at time t = t+ 1 into account
to correct and update the prediction state to x̂i+1|i+1 and shrink the system covari-
ance to its updated version Pi+1|i+1 [19]. Here, the Kalman gain is what defines
the level of correction that is being accounted for. zi+1 −Ci+1x̂i+1|i represents dif-
ference between the actual outcome of the sensor measurement zi+1 and predicted
measurement Ci+1x̂i+1|i

The standard Kalman Filter is limited to only handle linear system dynamics, in
case of nonlinearities, the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) may be applied [19]. The
use of EKF will be required if either the prediction state x̂i+1|i or the measurement
error zi+1 − Ci+1x̂i+1|i is nonlinear. Then the presence of the models A,B and C
will be interchanged by the partial derivatives of the nonlinear prediction state and
system output in (2.6), (2.8) and (2.9).

2.3.3 Data Fusion

The fusion block being an important part of the previously mentioned architectures
were presented and discussed in both [21] and [20]. In [22] and [23] fusion method-
ologies were presented entirely based on local and global states and covariances. In
[24] Caron et al. presented their novel weighting strategy using fuzzy logic and fu-
sion structure argued rather structure-independent of the number of sensors used.
The proposed method is claimed to smoothly weigh states according to statisti-
cal analysis using the Mahalanobis distance and an assumed χ2-distribution [24].
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However, the algorithm is developed such that it computes weights for all possi-
ble combinations of sensors to use in each update of the state. Hence, proposed
method requires computation of the Kalman filter equations for all combinations
in every iteration which hence should be computationally very inefficient.

In [22] and [23] a weighting representation was also used but which does not
require computation for all possible sensor configurations but instead entirely relies
on the state vectors and covariance matrices available at the present time. Accord-
ing to [23], by assuming state estimates between sensors to be uncorrelated, the
following equations holds to calculate the fused stat estimate X̂fusion and fused
covariance Pfusion

X̂fusion =
N∑
i=1

βix̂i, (2.10)

Pfusion =

( N∑
i=1

P−1i

)−1
, (2.11)

where every weight βi is computed as

βj = PfusionP
−1
j ∀j = 1...N. (2.12)

x̂i and Pi represents state estimate and state covariance of sensor i, respectively.

2.3.4 Outlier Rejection

Sensor measurements may due to unforeseen behavior generate observations that
are deviating suspiciously much from the hypothesis or predicted state of a system
[25]. Such an observation should be disregarded and referred to as an outlier
as it may be, with high probability, a false non-supporting measurement of the
actual truth. A common way to define a numerous measure to what extent an
observation deviates from the best prediction of a present state is to calculate
the Mahalanobis distance [19]. The measure is a statistical approach assuming
multivariate distribution which is defined as follows with notation relevant for
Kalmam filter based implementation

Ii+1(zi+1) = (zi+1 − Ci+1x̂i+1|i)
TPi+1|i(zi+1 − Ci+1x̂i+1|i). (2.13)

The z represents current observation, x̂i+1|i current prediction state and Pi+1|i
predicted state covariance matrix.

By assuming Ii+1(zi+1) to be χ2-distributed one can distinguish if a particular
observation should be considered supportive or not to the null hypothesis of zi+1

being an outlier [19]. A Mahalanobis distance measure equal to k will, according to
the χ2-distribution have an associated percentage of all samples that are less than
k. Therefor by thresholding with use of the Mahalanobis distance, all measures
exceeding this threshold should be rejected and considered as outliers being part
of those 1 − P% that should exceed the most from the zero valued Mahalanobis
distance.
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2.4 Sensor Theory

This section describes the relevant theory behind sensors associated with this The-
sis project.

2.4.1 Inductive Wheel Encoder

The inductive wheel encoder, commonly used in automotive applications to mea-
sure rotational speed of shafts or wheel axles is based on the Hall Effect theory [2].
The general sensor is comprised by a permanent magnet and an iron core winded
by a coil. The sensor shall be closely mounted to a shaft-attached rotating wheel
from which the shaft rotation is measured through variations in the magnetic flux.
The rotating wheel must be a material such that when in rotation the magnetic
flux i generated. The generated flux gives rise to a proportional voltage such that
in use of a rotating tooth wheel generates a sine wave shaped voltage. With a
known number of tooths on the wheel, the number of revolutions per time unit will
be uniquely defined by the appeared sine wave frequency.

2.4.2 Doppler Radar

The first radar system was invented in the late 1800s by Heinrich Hertz and then
extended to applications by Christian Hulsmeyer in the first few years of the next
century [5]. The early radar systems were capable of identify presence of objects
and also to some extent their position relative the radar itself. Today, the radar
has become a widely used automotive positioning sensor with capabilities of not
only positioning the objects but also its relative motion to them.

Radial Speed

The basic concept of the the radar identifies targets through reflection of elec-
tromagnetic energy [5]. By transmitting electromagnetic signals through space,
objects in the way of the propagating energy will give rise to a reflection in the
opposite direction towards the transmitter. With known signal characteristics such
as shape, amplitude and frequency, one can distinguish and observe the reflected
signal itself. Then, by measuring the time from transmitting to receiving the radial
distance can be identified due to it’s proportional relative relation. The equation to
identify the radial distance to an object is usually referred to as the radar equation
and is defined,

R = 0.5C(Ttransmit − Treflection), (2.14)

where C represents the known electromagnetic propagation speed in air equal to
3 ∗ 108 m/s. Ttransmit − Treflection represents the time from transmitting a signal
pulse to its corresponding reflection. The relative angle to the object is identified
by the angular location of the received signal’s magnitude peak.

However, radar systems as of today are also capable to identify motion of objects
detected by use of the Doppler shift [5]. The Doppler shift idea is simple. Objects
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in motion relative the radar will, if hit by a electromagnetic pulse give rise to a
relative phase shift between the transmitted and reflected pulse proportional to
the radial distance. The phase shift equation is defined

φ = 2π
2ftR

C
. (2.15)

The relative radial speed is then obtained by partial derivation and reformulation
of the phase shift (2.15)

vr =
dR

dt
=

C

4πft

dφ

dt
, (2.16)

where dφ
dt

represents the rate of change in phase with respect to time equal to the
frequency change referred to as the Doppler shift [5, 3]. The relative radial speed
vr can be observed in Figure 2.2 where its working procedure is visualized.

Geometric Transformation to Reference Coordinate Frame

Once the radial speed (2.16) has been calculated, its separate components in a
different coordinate reference frame may then be expressed by geometric relations
due to translation and rotation [7, 3]. This may be relevant in occasions where the
sensor-unit coordinate frame does not conform with the relevant coordinate frame
preferred or to be used for further calculations. The geometric relation between
the different coordinate frames and an arbitrary reflection point can be observed
in Figure 2.2. However, rotational algebraic operations based on geometry shown
in previously mentioned Figure gives

[
v

′
x

v
′
y

]
= R(θ)

[
vxs
vys

]
=

[
cos(θ) sin(θ)
−sin(θ) cos(θ)

] [
vrcos(µ)
−vrsin(µ)

]
=

[
vrcos(µ+ θ)
−vrsin(µ+ θ)

]
. (2.17)

Then, the longitudinal speed v and yaw-rate ω expressed in the global coordinate
frame are calculated by the following translational matrix multiplication[

v
ω

]
= T (B,D)

[
v

′
x

v
′
y

]
=

[
1 −D

B

0 1
B

] [
v

′
x

v
′
y

]
. (2.18)

2.4.3 Global Positioning System

The Global Positioning System (GPS) has during recent years become more widely
used for absolute positioning of vehicles due to it’s lowered cost and proven func-
tionality [4]. What is often referred to as the GPS-sensor mounted on the vehicle is
in practice a signal receiver and not the whole Global Positioning System [3]. The
system is based on triangulation based on receiver-collected data from the earth’s
surrounding satellites transmitted through carrier-signals. The carrier-signals con-
tains information about the satellite’s position at the current time-stamp. Com-
mon to all satellites, the carrier-signals are transmitted simultaneously such that
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Figure 2.2: Sensor characteristics including sensor coordinate frame relative arbi-
trary reference coordinate frame.

the difference in receiving-time can be used to identify the relative distance to each
satellite. With relative distance and known position of each connected satellite,
triangulation can be used to determine a global absolute position on the earth’s
surface. However, in theory the GPS requires contact with at least three satellites
in order to find a unique position. In practice, more satellites are to prefer in order
to ensure sufficient accuracy. To improve the GPS’s precision even further down
to centimeter levels, the RTK GPS can be used [3]. This configuration requires
two additional properties compared to the classical GPS set-up. It requires more
than one receiver where the at-least one is static and known in position with high
accuracy and use of satellites current relative phase. However, this technique is
expensive and works especially well in open areas.

2.4.4 Accelerometer

The basic accelerometer can be described by physical system of three components,
a damper, a mass and a spring, all connected in a single series set-up [3]. The
measured acceleration is easily identified by the deviation from the mass resting
point when the system has settled to a stable non-moving position. Today, most of
the accelerometers for commercial purpose are so called Micro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems (MEMSs). Instead of an actual damper, the mass is surrounded by a
liquid which damps the oscillatory movement when external forces acting on the
mass are present. Still, the deviation from the mass resting point is what identifies
the acceleration magnitude.
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2.4.5 Yaw-rate Sensor

Rotational speed around vertical axle of the vehicle coordinate frame, commonly
referred to as the yaw-rate is usually being measured by sensors incorporated in the
vehicles Electronic Stability Program (ESP) or Electronic Brake System (EBS) [2].
The most commonly used true yaw-rate sensors as of today are the piezoelectric
and micro-mechanical ones.

2.5 Regulation of Tachograph

Recording of driving statistics within the road transportation industry was origi-
nally initiated to ensure quality connected to the driver’s working environment [10].
Today, specifications and requirements related to this topic have been established
by The European Parliament and Council of the European Union with current reg-
ulation accepted in February 2014 and presented in [6]. The overall system, used
to keep track of the driving statistics, is referred to as the tachograph which almost
unconditionally must be installed in all commercial road transportation vehicles.
The tachograph is responsible to continuously collect and record information about
the vehicles propagation on road such that with a tachograph properly installed
ensures that all drivers are working under equal and humanitarian conditions. All
sorts of manipulation are strictly prohibited and responsibility is currently divided
between the driver, the vehicle producers and authorized inspectors.

Among required specifications of the tachograph, distance traveled and speed
must be recorded which makes the tachograph directly dependent of the speed
estimation technique utilized within the vehicle [6]. Current regulation allows only
specific inspection authorities to evaluate system installation and proper use of
the tachograph, which must be recurrently performed at least every second year.
However, specific accuracy of the ego-motion related measures, distance and speed
must be evaluated and checked by same authorized inspectors to ensure measures
stay within regulated error-bounds. Current regulation tolerates this more detailed
inspection to be recurrently performed with time distance of maximum six years.
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Implementation

This section describes the practical work that has been carried out within the scope
of this thesis project.

3.1 Vehicle Model Coordinate Frame

The vehicle model used is based on an existing Scania HDV currently used for
internal test purposes. The vehicle has a 4x8 wheel set-up with two front-steered
wheel axles and two rear-wheel axles in bogie-configuration. All rear wheel-axles
are always in use and hence, the vehicles wheel configuration cannot be adjusted.
The vehicle coordinate frame has been set with its origin in the vehicle’s center of
rotation and x-axis representing longitudinal speed orthogonal to the wheel-axles.
The y-axis of the chosen coordinate frame has been set rotated 90 degrees from the
x-axis in a counter-clockwise direction. The center of rotation has been assumed
fixed positioned in between the rear-wheel bogie-axles. The test-vehicle seen from
above with sensors and chosen vehicle coordinate frame can be observed graphically
in Figure 3.1. A photography of the test-vehicle with markings of the observable
Doppler radar sensor units is presented in Figure 3.2.

3.2 Sensor Preprocessing

The vehicle’s inductive wheel encoders are attached to the first front axle close to
each wheel. The reason for the choice of axle is simple. To measure rotational
speed on non-driving axles where the amount of wheel-slip are the least present.
The longitudinal speed was calculated from the two independent encoders. A
common conductive measure was received by use of the mean-value

VFrontAxle =
vleft − vright

2
, (3.1)

where vleft and vright represents speed estimates from each encoder. VFrontAxle is to
be considered as direct sensor output due to the calculation of (3.1) in the sensor’s
internal sensor preprocessing. It is also here where the conversion from rotational
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Figure 3.1: Test vehicle seen from above with sensor set-up, wheel configuration
and chosen vehicle coordinate frame.

speed to estimated vehicle speed is made. The use of front-axle mounted wheel
encoders may require transformation to the vehicle’s assumed center of rotation
which is done to get a calculated fictive rear-axle wheel speed. The following trans-
formation formula, internally specified at Scania but with partly similar reasoning
as in [3, 7], has been used

VRearAxle =
√
V 2
FrontAxle − l2WheelBaseω

2, (3.2)

where ω and lWheelBase represents the yaw-rate and effective wheelbase, respectively.
The effective wheelbase according to the vehicle model is calculated as

lWheelBase = lAxleDistance + 0.35lBogieDistance, (3.3)

where lAxleDistance represents the distance between the first front-axle and the first
rear-axle. lBogieDistance represents the distance between the two rear-axles in bogie-
configuration.

The yaw-rate estimate provided by the yaw-rate sensor is directly given by the
EBS and preprocessed internally by sensor software. No transform with regards
to center of rotation is required due to the common rotation of the vehicle seen as
rigid body.

As can be seen in Figure 3.1, the test vehicle is configured with five different
Doppler radars: four side-looking and one front-looking. The side-looking radars
measure with mid-range configuration while the front-looking radar is capable of
alternating between long-range and mid-range measurements every second sample.
The Doppler radars mounted on the test-vehicle are capable of measuring radial
speed relative 64 targets simultaneously. The test-vehicle’s Doppler radar field of
view is presented in Figure 3.3.

The transformation from radial measures to consistent longitudinal speed and
yaw-rate estimates was performed and implemented internally at Scania prior to
this thesis project. The transformation method operates in a two step procedure.
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Figure 3.2: Photography of test-vehicle including marking of front-looking Doppler
radar.

The first phase, performed by sensor software calculates radial speed based on
theory in Section 2.4.2. The second phase, performed at Scania but outside this
project, calculates the final speed estimates in vehicle coordinate frame from radial
reflection velocities based on methodology proposed in [7, 15] and partly described
in Section 2.4.2.

The RTK GPS used as the ground-truth throughout this project has been
assumed preprocessed with regards to geometric transformation to conform with
the vehicle’s effective center or rotation. It should be mentioned that this has not
been verified. However, even if the assumption would be false it has been expected
that the effect would be small enough to be negligible.

3.3 Overview and Architecture

The proposed system has been developed and implemented with a decentralized
architecture meaning that each sensor measurement are filtered independently in
a parallel manner. As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, the decentralized structure has
been argued more efficient relative the centralized when the number of sensors is
increased. This would therefore suggest that chosen structure should be advanta-
geous for the proposed ego-motion implementation. Three relevant reasons for this
have been found. First, the number of sensors mounted on the test-vehicle has been
considered high enough to affect the computational speed of the proposed system.
Secondly, the decentralized structure should gain extra efficiency compared to the
centralized structure with multi-core processing capabilities, as the local Kalman
filters in decentralized implementation can be operated completely independent of
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Figure 3.3: Test-vehicles Doppler radar field of view. Figure is not scale-proper.

each other. Last but not least, the detection of faulty measurements has been con-
sidered of extra importance as vehicle speed estimation is an crucial input in many
of the vehicle’s systems. The effects of mentioned aspects have, for this particular
project been considered more valuable than the extra precision or accuracy that
the centralized potentially may provide.

As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, one limitation of the centralized structure is the
use of a global measurement vector which imposes a potentially large observation
matrix C, which is not the case of the decentralized structure. On the other hand,
meanwhile the centralized structure requires mathematical operations on larger
matrices, the decentralized structure will in general require numerously more filter
step equations to solve due to the parallel use of several Kalman filters.

Since (2.9) of the general Kalman filter includes the following term

Si+1 = (Ci+1Pi+1|iCi+1
T +Ri+1)

−1
. (3.4)

should make computational efficiency crucial for the particular implementation
[19]. Equation 3.4 will always yield inversion of a square matrix with length and
rows equal to the number of rows in the local and global observation matrix for
the decentralized and centralized structure, respectively.

The test-vehicle presented in Section 3.1 is equipped with five Doppler radars
whereof one in both mid-range and long-range configuration, two inductive wheel
encoders and two yaw-rate sensors contributing directly with speed measurements.
All together after preprocessing, the proposed system includes in total seven lon-
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gitudinal speed and seven yaw-rate estimates and three additional unique help-
estimates. Unique help-estimates refers to states that are not estimates of lon-
gitudinal speed and yaw-rate but used for increased functionality and present at
least once in a local filter. Explicit expression of states and motion models is
presented in Section 3.4.1. As a result, the proposed decentralized system, uses
eight Kalman filters all with observation-vectors of length three and hence size of
Si equal three. This in turn can be compared to the single and global Kalman
filter in the centralized structure which in straight-forward conversion, omitting
redundant help-states, would require global observation-matrix size equal to 17.
Whether or not the decentralized architecture should be more advantageous than
the centralized for this particular system seemed too difficult to speculate about
without numerical comparison.

To estimate the relative profit of choosing the most efficient structure one should
take all filter steps into account to make a more accurate evaluation. By counting
the number of Floating Point Operations (FLOPs) in each step of the Kalman
filter, the relative gain proportional to the computational complexity should be
obtained by summing each step’s number of FLOPs [26]. The Kalman filter consist
essentially of the following mathematical operations, multiplication, addition and
inversion of matrices. However, matrix multiplication ([KxN ][NxM ]) requires in
total 2KNM−KM operations, matrix addition ([NxK]+[NxK]) NK operations
and triangular matrix inversion ([NxN ]−1) in total N3 + 2

3
N operations [26, 27].

The numerical results are presented in Table 3.1.
The profit of choosing the decentralized structure is then calculated as,

G =
kd
kc

∑
bd∑
bc

=
8

1

467

9571
≈ 0.3903. (3.5)

kc and kd represent the number of parallel filters performing the particular opera-
tion step of the Kalman filter algorithm of each architecture. bc and bd represents
the total number of required FLOPs in each filter step. As can be seen, there
should be at least more than two times more efficient to choose the decentral-
ized structure compared to the centralized structure. This calculation relies on
the assumption of single-core processing meaning that only one operation can be
performed at the time. Hence, the chosen structure should be even more advanta-
geous in future time where multi-core processors becomes available. Additionally,
for future development of the proposed system it would be reasonable to assume
that more sensors will be available and potentially also incorporated. In such case,
the proposed structure would be more easily susceptible for modification due to
it’s independence between sensors. However, if the difference in computational
efficiency will not be significantly noticeable today, the difference will most likely
increase to the benefit of the chosen, decentralized structure.

A few less obvious reasons for choosing the decentralized structure exists. First,
the use of the decentralized architecture would keep consistency with the priorly
implemented Doppler radar preprocessing implementation which utilizes indepen-
dent data-processing for each sensor in parallel. Secondly, even though multi-core
processors are not standard hardware in current vehicular ECUs, it is likely to be
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Filter eq. Centralized Decentralized
Equation Dimensions FLOPs Dimensions FLOPs

1 x̂i+1|i = Aix̂i|i [3x3][3x1] 15 [3x3][3x1] 15
2 Pi+1|i =

AiPi|iAi
T +Qi.

[3x3][3x3][3x3]
+[3x3]

99 [3x3][3x3][3x3]
+[3x3]

99

3 yi+1 = zi+1 −
Ci+1x̂i+1|i

[17x1]-[17x3][3x1] 102 [3x1]-
[3x3][3x1]

18

4 Si+1 =
Ci+1Pi+1|iCi+1

T

+Ri+1

[17x3][3x3][3x17]
+[17x17]

1989 [3x3][3x3][3x3]
+[3x3]

99

5 Fi+1 = Si
−1 [17x17] 4924 [3x3] 29

6 Ki+1 =
Pi+1|iCi+1

TFi+1

[3x3][3x17][17x17] 1989 [3x3][3x3][3x3] 90

7 x̂i+1|i+1 =
x̂i+1|i+Ki+1yi+1

[3x1]+[3x17][17x1] 102 [3x1]+[3x3][3x1] 18

8 Pi+1|i+1 =
Pi+1|i −
Ki+1Ci+1Pi+1|i

[3x3]-
[3x17][17x3][3x3]

351 [3x3]-
[3x3][3x3][3x3]

99

Table 3.1: The number of floating point operations in each step of the Kalman filter
within the centralized and decentralized sensor fusion structures, respectively.

the case in the future. Mentioned assumption on future development tendencies
have been based on current historical trends in both vehicle industry and other
computer systems. To clarify, it seem to be the case that there have never been
more sensors used in heavy duty vehicles and the development of computer pro-
cessors seem to be developed towards distributed performance.

However, it should also be mentioned that the decentralized structure should
be more suited to changes in states such as if current system would be extended
to also estimate lateral speed of the vehicle. As this dimensional speed already
have been of interest for years it would be an natural next-step extension of the
proposed system. With current implementation, it would be less likely to face
further challenges with regards to computational complexity. A graphical overview
of the system architecture is presented in Figure 3.4 where the area shaded in green
shows the proposed system and parts to be considered within the scope of this
thesis project. As mentioned in Section 2.3.1 robustness with regard to outliers
has been argued in [20] to be increased for the decentralized structure. However, as
robustness must be guaranteed in order for the system to be reliable and presence
of faulty measurements have been expected to become present, this contributed to
the choice of choosing the decentralized structure.

In order to further improve the performance of the proposed decentralized struc-
tured implementation, feedback looping of the system fusion output have been
utilized to gain robustness and to avoid the risk of making predictions of instan-
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Figure 3.4: Overview of ego-motion system with implemented decentralized multi-
sensor fusion architecture shaded in green.

taneously deviating sensor estimates. However, conventionally seen, fused system
output would have been used such as mentioned in [20] but instead in the pro-
posed implementation, only Doppler based fusion estimates are fed back. There
are two reasons for this to motivate the omitted encoder and yaw-rate sensor based
estimates in the fusion-feedback. First, the Doppler radar as a single sensor type
has prior to this project shown promising performance in vehicle speed estimation
indicating it as a stand-alone competitive sensor. Also, with multiple Doppler
radars available it should gain improved robustness relative other sensor types.
To be more specific, the Doppler based fusion estimate should be less sensitive to
presence of faulty single sensor observations. Further on, the spread in position
and viewing angle of Doppler radars mounted on test-vehicle would most likely be
hard to completely disturb simultaneously. Secondly, the inductive wheel encoder
and yaw-rate sensor are highly dependent on the rotational speed of the wheels
which as described earlier will expectedly be affected by high amount of random
errors difficult to predict. Also, sensor mounted nearby the wheels are known for
their severe exposure with regards to heat and mounting manipulation which may
lead to inaccurate measurements.

The Doppler based fusion estimate fed back into each local Kalman filter will
enable all Doppler estimating filters to make predictions based on it’s own sensor
type fused estimate from previous time-stamp. This would prevent predictions
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based on fusion of inconsistent data from which could appear in presence of random
errors in inductive wheel-encoder measurements. Assuming this to be the case, a
risk would be that actually accurate Doppler radar observations will be considered
incorrect and ignored by implemented fault-detection due to increased deviation
compared to the prediction incorporating random errors from another sensor type.

However, the Doppler based estimates may look promising but it is still not
clear which sensor type to consider most reliable at the time. The Doppler fused
estimate comes from several independent sensors of distinctive observations which,
in presence of a static environment, may yield robust but generally oscillatory
estimates. On the other hand, the wheel encoder and yaw-rate sensor appears
to deliver smoother estimates but bad performance at low speed. Therefore, the
judgment of which sensor-type to consider most reliable at the time seem to be
crucial for the overall system performance. The proposed system has been set to
operate differently depending on the longitudinal speed estimate magnitude. At
low speed, |vrawl | < 1 m/s, the Doppler radar will be considered the most reliable
meanwhile the wheel encoder and yaw-rate sensors are prioritized at other speeds.
vrawl refers to the raw speed signal delivered by the wheel encoder.

Regarding the wheel encoder and yaw-rate sensor filters, the Doppler based
fusion estimate enable the filter to internally correct for systematic errors in sensor
measurements and also potentially detect simultaneously arising random errors
and detect these as outliers if the measure exceeds a certain threshold. Further
description of auto-calibration implementation is presented in Section 3.7

One may argue that the Doppler radars will not contribute to any significant
improvements in performance during the majority of the time as the most of the
driving will be at speed where |vrawl | > 1 m/s. However, the Doppler radars does
still play an crucial role even at high speed levels and there are two reasons for this.
First, the Doppler radars contributes with redundancy such that if wheel based
sensors fail for some unforeseen reason such as manipulation, once the sensor failure
is detected, the Doppler radars would immediately take care of the estimation
and hence prevent major incorrectness or complete absence of speed estimates.
Secondly, small instantaneous correction of the wheel based sensor estimates may
in the long-run lead to improvements of significance.

3.4 Local Sensor Kalman Filter

Proposed implementation has, as previously mentioned, been comprised with in
total eight parallel Kalman filters, whereof six of these are standard filters for each
Doppler based state-estimate and one extended Kalman filter for the inductive
wheel encoder and Yaw-rate sensor, respectively. The kalman filter has been chosen
as the basis filter of use in this implementation due to it’s simplicity and well proven
methodology.

The proposed system input comes from preprocessed sensor measurements such
that the system will at most be fed with one measurement from each sensor in
every sample step. Therefore, even though more sensors would be used with addi-
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tional states, the amount of data within the system would most likely not motivate
considering filters such as the Particle filter. One should keep in mind that com-
putational resources in vehicle platform are limited and unnecessary ECU loading
have been avoided. Also, to motivate Kalman filter types, Ego-motion of a HDV
or any other kind of vehicle may be highly difficult to predict as steering, accel-
eration and braking may be seen as a stochastic process. The prediction becomes
essentially difficult with no precise information to predict the motion from. There-
fore, standard Kalman filters have, with no presence of nonlinear motion or ob-
servation models, been considered appropriate for Doppler radar filtering. Due to
implementation of Doppler-based auto-calibration of wheel-based sensor, nonlinear
observation models have been used and hence motivated the use of the EKF.

3.4.1 State-vector Representation

The proposed system output consists of fused ego-motion estimates of instan-
taneous longitudinal speed vl and yaw-rate ω. However due to differences be-
tween sensor-types, corresponding state-vectors are unequally represented. For
the Kalman filters handling Doppler measurements, state-vectors includes three
states, where the first two are represented by estimates of ego-motion velocities
as in the system output previously mentioned meanwhile the third state is repre-
sented by the raw longitudinal acceleration al. The signal al was never, within the
project, transformed with regards to vehicle coordinate frame and center of rota-
tion. However, it was only used for prediction improvement. The filters estimates
the ego-motion in one dimension each but have been extended with two states each
represented by the auto-calibration correction factor and longitudinal acceleration.
The longitudinal acceleration have been incorporated to improve the prediction of
longitudinal speed. Therefore, the state-vectors for each filters have been set to

xDoppler =

vlω
al

 , xEncoder =

 vlkvl
al

 , xY aw =

 ωkω
al

 . (3.6)

kvl and kω represents calibration factors of the longitudinal speed vl and yaw-rate
ω, respectively. al represents longitudinal speed.

3.4.2 Measurement-vector Representation

The following measurement-vectors have been used for each sensor type

zDoppler =

zvlzω
zal

 , zEncoder =

 zvl
vfl + ∆tzal

zal

 , zY aw =

zωωf
zal

 , (3.7)

where zvl , zω and zal represents sensor measurements of longitudinal speed vl yaw-
rate ω and longitudinal acceleration al. v

f
l and ωf represents fused Doppler based

estimates from the previous time stamp. ∆t represents the sample-time.
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3.4.3 Motion and Observation Models

The proposed system uses one Kalman filter implementation for each of the three
sensor types but all with the same motion model types. As previously mentioned,
the vehicle’s motion is a stochastic process difficult to predict. Therefore, the
following motion model has been used for all sensor types.

x̂i+1 = Ax̂i + wi, (3.8)

where the motion model matrices for the three sensor types are

ADoppler = AEncoder =

1 0 ∆t
0 1 0
0 0 1

 AY aw =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 (3.9)

As can be seen, no control input have been used. Process noise characteristics will
be presented separately in more detail in Section 3.4.6.

Unlike the motion model defined in (3.8), the observation models are different
between the Doppler- and wheel-related filters due to presence of nonlinearities in
the latter sensor type filters. The following observation models have been used

zi = Cx̂i + vi, (3.10)

zi = c(x̂i) + vi, (3.11)

where

CDoppler =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 , cEncoder(x̂) =

 vl
vlkvl
al

 , cY aw(x̂) =

 ω
ωkω
ax

 , (3.12)

Due to the nonlinearity present at row two in both c(x̂)Encoder and c(x̂)yaw−rate,
their corresponding Jacobians dc

dx̂
must be calculated for use of the Kalman filter’s

extended version. Observation noise characteristics are presented in Section 3.4.6.
As can be seen by calculating difference between (3.7) and (3.12) for respective

sensor, the innovations are obtained. Specifically for, the two sensors, the wheel
encoder and yaw-rate sensor. The first row of each innovation-vector represents the
magnitude internal sensor-measurement error meanwhile the second row represents
the calibrated sensor measurement error evaluated against predicted Doppler fused
estimate.

3.4.4 System Initialization

In order to initialize the proposed system, the Kalman filters need an initial guess
to make its first prediction. In real-world applications, there would be reasonable
to assume the vehicle’s ego-motion rather unchanged during the first few seconds
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after the engine has been turned on. It should also be unlikely to, within a few
seconds manage to set the vehicle in a situation where the accuracy and precision
would be so crucial that maximum performance must be available. Therefore,
Doppler related filters are initialized by averaging over all non-zero valued front
radar long and mid-range averaged estimates out of the first 400 samples. The
number of samples have been expected to be received within such a sort period of
time such that instantaneous change in measurements due to acceleration will be
non-significant. In a real-world implementation it would be possible to use direct
measures from the wheel encoder and yaw-rate sensor during the initialization
process. The implementation of the proposed system is made such that it would be
possible to smoothly transit from direct measurements to the proposed ego-motion
system once the initialization process is complete. Meanwhile the Doppler based
filters are initialized by the Doppler averaged initial guess, the wheel encoder and
yaw-rate sensor filters are initialized by corresponding sensor’s last measurement
set as the first state prediction at the start of the filtering.

The Doppler related initial covariance representing the precision of the pre-
viously mentioned initial guess have been set to a fixed diagonal matrix, large
enough to be confident to always cover incorrectness. Initial covariance for the
wheel encoder and yaw-rate sensor filters have, for its first state, been set equal to
its corresponding process noise value. The second and third state have been set to
attempt to cover all possible incorrectness. The following initial covariances have
been used

Qinit
Doppler =

25 0 0
0 25 0
0 0 25

 , Qinit
Wheel =

q1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0.001

 , (3.13)

where Qinit
Doppler represents the Doppler based filter’s initial covariance and Qinit

Wheel

the wheel encoder’s and yaw-rate sensor’s initial covariance. q1 represents the first
state’s initial process noise set to be equal to the current process noise to be further
described in Section 3.4.6. The Doppler related filters uses the initial state estimate
and covariance until first Doppler based fusion feedback is received based where at
least one sensor has been set activated.

3.4.5 Outlier Detection

In order to observe and detect suspiciously deviating measurements to be referred
to as outliers, Mahalanobis distance has been used based on the theory described
in Section 2.3.4. The method was used since the Mahalanobis distance is a sta-
tistical approach which is easily incorporated in the Kalman filter measurement
step of the Kalman filter. The method has been chosen prior to alternative non-
statistical approaches such as the euclidean distance which would not capture the
statistical variation in precision between measurements. Doppler-related filters
have therefore been equipped with this statistical measure defined in (2.13). The
confidence requirement in which null-hypothesis will be rejected has been set to 90
% according to the two dimensional χ2-distribution. The confidence-level has been
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set such that only single sensor measurements that are significantly deviating will
be omitted. The attempt was to capture measurements that deviates more than
physically possible from the previous measurement and consider those as outliers.
Such measurements should ideally be those that imposes an higher acceleration
between two time-samples than could possibly generated by the vehicle itself.

The wheel-based sensor filters have also been implemented with calculation of
(2.13) measuring the Mahalanobis distance but not for the same purpose. Here,
all measurements will always be incorporated in the measurement step of the filter
as long as the sensor is considered valid. Outlier detection is utilized as fault
detection to count fault-time, which is the time-period for which the sensor provides
uninterrupted sequence of faulty measurements. Once the fault-time reaches a
predefined threshold, the sensor will be assumed manipulated or broken and hence
be deactivated and ignored in future fusion-steps. The fault-time has been set to
200 and 2 seconds for the wheel encoder and yaw-rate sensor, respectively. After
that the sensor is deactivated until next measurement considered as an inlier is
received and the sensor is activated again. The threshold for wheel encoder related
filter has been set to 0.2. The yaw-rate sensor related filter have been set to
corresponding deviation of the χ2-distribution with two degrees of freedom and 50
% probability.

3.4.6 Process and Measurement Covariance

Process noise have, among the different sensor types been handled differently. The
process noise covariance of the Doppler based Kalman filters have been set fixed.
The process noise covariances have been set to

QDoppler = 10−2

1 0 0
0 10−1 0
0 0 5

 . (3.14)

There is a reason for this. The motion of a HDV is difficult to predict and no infor-
mation about the prediction accuracy available. Therefore, this covariances must
be set to at least attempt to cover all possible motion dynamics at all times. The
preprocessing of Doppler radar measurements, implemented prior to this project
produces time-varying estimates of measurement noise covariance. The odometry
based Kalman filters have been implemented with logic such that two fixed process
noise covariance matrices have been alternated in between depending on the longi-
tudinal speed magnitude. The same implementation applies to the odometry based
Kalman filter measurement noise covariances. While the wheel-based longitudinal
speed estimate satisfies |vrawl | > 1 m/s the following process and measurement
noise covariances are used

QEncoder =

10−6 0 0
0 10−4 0
0 0 10−3

 , QY aw =

10−6 0 0
0 10−5 0
0 0 10−3

 . (3.15)
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REncoder =

10−5 0 0
0 106P f

vl
0

0 0 10−3

 , RY aw =

10−6 0 0
0 106P f

vl
0

0 0 10−3

 . (3.16)

P f
vl

represents fused Doppler based fusion covariance from previous time stamp. It
should be noted that P f

vl
has been scaled in order to modulate a slow adaptation

of correction factor state to prevent instantaneous measurement errors to become
captured. Scaling have been set in order to fit a correction factor nominal set-
tling time approximately equal to 15 min. Once the longitudinal speed magnitude
satisfies |vrawl | < 1 m/s, the covariances are switched to the following

QEncoder =

10−1 0 0
0 10−4 0
0 0 10−3

 , QY aw =

10−1 0 0
0 10−5 0
0 0 10−3

 . (3.17)

REncoder =

10−1 0 0
0 106P f

vl
0

0 0 10−3

 , RY aw =

10−2 0 0
0 106P f

vl
0

0 0 10−3

 . (3.18)

The procedure of finding the chosen system parameters are described in Section
4.2.

3.5 Sensor Fusion

Fusion of filtered single sensor estimates has been implemented in a separate sys-
tem fusion block as can be seen in Figure 3.4 with methodology based on theory
described in Section 2.3.3. The proposed system will fuse data calculating (2.10) to
(2.12) at every time-step after initialization. However, at each time-step only filter
estimates connected to a sensor that is currently being set active will be incorpo-
rated. Initially, all sensor will be set unactivated such that only filters with at least
one valid observation captured will be incorporated in the fusion process. There is
one reason for this. One should not incorporate sensor information from a sensor
which has never produced trustful information. After the first measurement has
been received, the sensor is set active. The wheel-based sensor may be deactivated
during running according to procedure described in Section 3.4.5 and it will then
not be part of the system output until activated again. By these means, a faulty
wheel encoder that may have been manipulated should be identified damaged and
hence deactivated to prevent contribution to inaccuracy in ego-motion estimates.

3.6 Post Processing

As there may occur instantaneous changes from one fusion estimate to another
due to presence of random errors, smoothing has been applied to suppress it in
the system output. Smoothing has been implemented by very strict constrained
standard Kalman filter. The implemented filter contains two states represented
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by the system output states longitudinal speed vl and yaw-rate ω where motion
and observation model defined by identity matrices. Process noise covariance have
been set significantly low to suppress instantaneous dynamics of larger magnitude.
The process noise covariance matrix is defined as follows

Qsmoothing =

[
10−3 0

0 10−5

]
. (3.19)

Measurement noise covariance are delivered by system fusion block directly.

3.7 Self Calibration and Drift Prevention

As presented in Section 3.4.1, regarding the wheel encoder and yaw-rate sensor,
the sensor measured velocities and corresponding correction factors are represented
by their own states in their corresponding state vectors defined in (3.6). In order
to feed the fusion block of the proposed system with the most accurate speed
estimates, The two filter states of each wheel-based filter are then multiplied outside
the filter immediately before being delivered to the fusion block. The following
operations are made

vl,calibration = kvlvl,sensor, ωcalibration = kωωsensor, (3.20)

The result is what is being utilized as the two sensor types estimate fed into
the fusion block algorithm along with all Doppler radar based estimates.

3.8 Complete Stop Detection

As previously mentioned, the currently utilized ego-motion system today, based
on the wheel encoder and yaw-rate sensor is known for its bad performance at
low speeds. Also, as described in Section 3.4.6, the Doppler radars will be the
most significantly weighted sensor type and hence the one considered most reliable
at low speed. Due to the fact that the Doppler radar is capable of detecting
motion at significantly lower magnitude levels, the speed estimates will rarely never
be identically zero at complete stop. Therefore, a system output logic has been
implemented with the purpose to deliver identically zero speed estimates once it
has reason to believe so. For all samples where the absolute value of the system
output averaged of the last 20 samples is less than 0.025 m/s and 0.005 rad/s, the
system output is set to zero.
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Testing and Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed system tests have been de-
signed with the intension to reflect challenging driving scenarios that may arise
during daily driving. As mentioned earlier, the proposed system will be evaluated
against currently utilized ego-motion system and ground-truth reference system
represented by a RTK GPS-receiver.

4.1 Performance Measurements

In tests, performance and accuracy will be evaluated by computation of the fol-
lowing numerical measures:

• Maximum Absolute Error (MAE)

– The maximum error of the proposed system and currently employed
system [28]. Relative magnitude evaluated. Intended to represent worst-
case performance that may arise. Mathematical expression,

MAE = max
i=1...N

∣∣(x̂i − xi)∣∣ , (4.1)

where xi and x̂i represents ground-truth and the proposed system esti-
mate at time sample i, respectively. N represents the total number of
samples of a logged data sequence.

• Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

– The root mean square error of the proposed system and currently em-
ployed system [28]. Intended to measure accuracy and represent the
general performance to expect over time. Mathematical expression,

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i

(x̂i − xi)2, (4.2)
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– The mean subtracted root mean square error of the proposed system
and currently employed system to calculate standard deviation [28].
Mathematical expression,

Mean subtracted RMSE =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i

(〈x̂〉 − (x̂i − xi))2, (4.3)

where 〈x̂〉 represents the mean value over all system estimate samples.

• Autocorrelation

– Utilized to evaluate the if assumption of white normal-distributed noise
in process and measurement models holds by calculating correlation
between time-lags of filter innovations [29].

• Cross-correlation

– Utilized to evaluate the systems total time delay by calculating the
correlation between detrended system output and ground-truth [29].

• Output residual Histogram

– Binned histogram output residual of the proposed system. Utilized to
verify assumptions on error dynamics with regards to distribution, bias
and variance. Also, used to evaluate system performance specification.

4.2 Test Scenarios

Heavy duty vehicles may be driven for a plethora of different transportation pur-
poses, hence environmental aspects and driving scenarios may be completely dis-
similar. Every new drive will never be identical to the prior ones due to the large
amount stochasticity in the environment surrounding the vehicle. Also, no test-
design will be capable to cover all possible driving scenarios.

The most significant and potentially most representative area of use for chal-
lenging ego-motion estimation may be distribution vehicle driving which includes a
high dynamic range of driving modes. It may also be where ego-motion challenges
are easily underestimated. By incorporating the Doppler radar as an extereocep-
tive sensor, acceleration and retardation and low-speed driving may from now on
be a less difficult ego-motion estimation challenge to deal with. On the other hand,
the Doppler radar contributes to new challenges. As described in Section 2.4.2, the
Doppler radar seen as the new sensor type to become incorporated in future heavy
duty vehicles, requires reflection points to work properly. Based on the Doppler
radar theory, high accuracy on sensor measurements are expected if the majority of
Doppler reflections arise from static reflection points. This in turn would suggest an
ideal environment that is static and completely free from objects in motion. This
will rarely be the case in reality, especially not in areas with presence of moving
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vehicles or pedestrians. However, observations originating from reflection points
where the majority are non-stationary should be considered as outliers and omitted
instantaneously. These scenarios should be the most challenging and hence be of
highest interest. In fact, the Doppler based preprocessing-step implemented prior
to this project mentioned in Section 3.2 should perform well as long as the assump-
tion that the majority of all reflection points during a single sensor observation are
static holds. To sort out to what extent these sensor-type configurations affect
the performance, the proposed system have been tested in several set-ups. The
set-ups have been set such either fusing all sensors types or just Doppler radars
in which Doppler radars have been divided into two subset-ups, use of all Doppler
radars or only the frontal one. Also, Doppler calibrated version of current system
estimation have been brought to evaluate the potential performance gain Doppler
based self-calibration has on the currently utilized methodology. To clarify, what
is being referred to as the current system represents the same estimation technique
as the method currently utilized on Scania produced HDVs which is based on the
wheel-based sensors, the inductive wheel encoder and yaw-rate sensor.

With previously mentioned arguments in mind, different tests have been de-
signed to generate significant results in challenging but realistic driving scenarios.
The tests have been divided in two categories, tuning tests and performance tests.
The tuning tests were utilized in order to tune the system such that an adequate
level of performance was achieved. To do this, two tuning tests were designed. The
first one, the distribution-drive test was designed to represent a typical journey of
a distribution vehicle with a duration of approximately 20 minutes, long enough to
capture an averaging effect of a variety of driving characteristics. The journey was
set to include highway and low-speed city driving with high amount of accelera-
tion, retardation but also great amount of steering. The distribution-drive test’s
GPS-path is visualized on the geographic map shown in Figure 4.1. Further on,
the second tuning test was designed to evaluate and implement system behavior
for specific low-speed driving where complete stop detection is of particular inter-
est. This test consisted of ten start/stop sequences, all performed in a row on a
gently sloping parking lot with high amount of static reflection points. To be more
specific, this test was designed to evaluate whether or not the proposed system
can deliver a more sensitive speed estimation at a lower speed than the currently
utilized system.

Three different performance tests have been designed, one highway test, one
start/stop-performance test and one queue test. They were designed to represent
the most significant driving based on relevance and expected difficulty for the pro-
posed system to handle. Highway driving was tested to show performance during
daily driving with generally high traffic intensity which may the most common
driving scenario of long haulage driving. The start/stop-performance test was cho-
sen to evaluate complete stop detection and low-speed sensitivity of the proposed
system. The last test, testing queue driving was designed to represent a more de-
manding driving scenario which include high traffic intensity with queue driving
at low speed. During such a scenario, the test-vehicle was expected to be sur-
rounded by several vehicles in motion within the field of view of approximately all
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Doppler radars from time to time. During queue driving, surrounding vehicles can
be assumed to move synchronized with the HDV itself which should significantly
increase the risk of estimating ego-motion based on a a low concentration of non-
stationary reflection points. Log-data for performance testing was collected in six
separate sequences whereof three of these are those presented as the performance
tests in this report. In Figure 4.3, the ideal driving scenarios of the tuning tests
with sensors field of view have been presented graphically.

Figure 4.1: Distribution-drive test: GPS-track on map from Google Maps.

Tuning of the filter parameters of the proposed system, specified in Chapter
3 were first set to find adequate performance with regards to MAE and RMSE
based results in the tuning tests. By empirical testing filter parameters were set.
There is a specific reason for this perhaps questionable approach. The proposed
system in configuration of all sensors consists of totally nine Kalman filters, all
with several states which possesses a demanding amount filter parameter configu-
rations to evaluate and tune. A more strategical and systematic way of evaluating
these to find the most appropriate parameters would be preferable. However, due
to time-limiting aspects and complexity of finding a strategic tuning methodology,
empirical testing was chosen. Also, another reason that influenced the choice made
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was the fact that it was never the intension to find the system parameters that
absolutely maximizes the performance of the proposed system. Instead, tuning
have been made to find appropriate parameters, that should represent typical per-
formance to expect from the proposed system. Further on, it should be mentioned
that due to the fact that empirical testing was made, additional prior log-files was
also tested during the implementation phase while the system was under develop-
ment. However, this may have indirectly affected the choice of parameters or at
least the first initial guesses.

As it will be shown in the following chapter, presenting the results, appropriate
and robust tuning was shown more difficult than expected. During playback of the
log-files collected for performance testing, the proposed system did not manage
to capture all dynamics. Hence, the proposed system diverged while performing
speed estimation in use of only Doppler radars activated. The decision was made to
make, further changes to the system parameters such that in estimation in use of all
Doppler radars only, did not completely diverge in performance tests. The desired
effect was achieved by increasing the Doppler related Kalman filter process noise.
To clarify, the system was thereby re-tuned, despite the use of performance testing
log-data, to prevent system filters from the appearance of significant divergence
and hence misleading results. Also, in parallel to this observed issue, a bug in the
proposed system was observed and corrected. However, as can be seen in Figure
4.2 the divergence of the proposed system was prevented by the final parameter
change. Figure 4.2 was created after the bug correction. Whether or not, the bug
itself had any effect to the divergence has not been evaluated.

However, it should be mentioned that it was never attempted to emphasize the
proposed system in performance tests but rather increase the robustness and gain
significant results representing the systems characteristics.
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Figure 4.2: Test sequence showcasing proposed system performance in estimation
of longitudinal speed before and after final system parameters were set.

The proposed system was in all tests, tested in different configurations which are
all presented in Table 4.1. System performance have, in all tests, been evaluated
from time sample t= 500, 100 samples after initialization. This gap have been
omitted due to assumed settling time of the proposed system. All tests, previously
described, are summarized with characteristics in Table 4.2 and 4.3. The final
parameters are those presented in Chapter 3 and hence set to be suitable for
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the presented tests but also general heavy duty vehicle driving. To clarify, the
final parameters, once they were finally set, were kept static through all tests
independent on fusion set used and are hence those that generated the results
presented in Chapter 5.

Doppler radars included Wheel-based sensors in-
cluded

Fusion Set 1 Front and side-looking sensors Yes
Fusion Set 2 Front-looking sensor Yes
Fusion Set 3 Front and side-looking sensors No
Fusion Set 4 Front-looking sensor No

Table 4.1: Sensor configurations of the proposed system.

Tuning test Road type Traffic in-
tensity

Vehicle distur-
bance

Duration

Distribution-
drive

Mixed Average Present Appr. 20 min

Start/Stop 1 Parking lot Low Low Appr. 35 sec

Table 4.2: Tuning tests with environmental properties and sensor configuration
specified.

Performance
test

Road type Traffic in-
tensity

Vehicle distur-
bance

Duration

Highway-
drive

Highway High Present, part-
time all directions

Appr. 8 min

Start/stop 2 Country road Low Low Appr. 2 min
Queue-drive Highway Very High All directions Appr. 8 min

Table 4.3: Performance tests with environmental properties and sensor configura-
tion specified.

As previously mentioned, the tests were chosen and designed to mirror the
proposed system’s most typical area of use. All tests were performed either with
or without side-looking radars activated to clarify to what extent the side-looking
radars can improve the performance of the proposed system. In fact, evaluating the
difference in performance by use of the side-looking radars have been of particular
interest. The reason for this is that the Doppler radar is a standard sensor today
but only with front-looking radar configuration. Results would therefore contribute
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to evaluate whether or not side-looking radars may be a requirement to gain a
satisfying performance of the proposed system.

It should be mentioned that a majority of the described tests have been per-
formed on public roads. Hence, tests involved vehicles with drivers that were not
informed about the testing operations and have most likely caused some devia-
tion to the idealistic testing scenarios. However, these deviations that may have
affected the results have been completely omitted. The reason for this is the dif-
ficulty in controllability to avoid this issue and the fact that the presence of it is
purely stochastic and hence should reflect the the reality. In Figure 4.3, typical
traffic intensity scenarios are shown.

(a) Typical distribution-drive test scene. (b) Typical distribution-drive test scene.

(c) Typical start/stop test scene. (d) Typical start/stop test scene.

(e) Typical highway and queue test scene. (f) Typical highway and queue test scene.

Figure 4.3: Collection of typical driving scenes with radar field of view. Left side
and right side represents use of all radars and only front radar, respectively.
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Results

This chapter presents system performance based on test and evaluation methodolo-
gies presented in Chapter 4. Results are presented test by test in the order of their
presence in Table 4.2 and 4.3. The proposed system performance measures, MAE
and RMSE are presented for all tuning and performance tests, both graphically
and numerically. Auto-correlation, cross-correlation and histogram utilized to eval-
uate system characteristics are presented for the first tuning test, distribution-drive
only.

5.1 Tuning Tests

5.1.1 Distribution-drive Test

The distribution-drive test utilized to evaluate the proposed system in general
and non-specific driving yielded results presented in this section. A graphical
representation of the longitudinal speed and yaw-rate estimate for the whole test
sequence is shown in Figure 5.1. Further on, to make the small and instantaneous
differences in the estimates observable, a clipboard from Figure 5.1 is presented
in Figure 5.2. As can be seen, especially in the longitudinal domain, there is
a observable difference between the proposed system and the currently utilized
system.
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Figure 5.1: Distribution-drive test: Longitudinal speed and yaw-rate estimation.
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Figure 5.2: Distribution-drive test: Sample selection of test-sequence, longitudinal
speed and yaw-rate estimation.

Figure 5.3 and 5.4 shows a graphical representation of Maximum Absolute Error
(MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).
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Figure 5.3: Distribution-drive test: Maximum Absolute Error (MAE).
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Figure 5.4: Distribution-drive test: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and mean
subtracted RMSE.

As can be observed in Figure 5.3, fusion set 4 delivers the significantly largest
MAE in both speed domains. However, when Doppler radar and wheel-based sen-
sors are fused together such as in Fusion Set 1 and Fusion Set 2, the estimate gains
improved performance by a significantly reduced MAE. In estimation of longitudi-
nal speed, it is decreased much enough to yield a magnitude even lower than for
the wheel-based sensor estimate itself. Regarding yaw-rate, Fusion Set 1 performs
approximately equally well as the current system. Also, the proposed system gains
a marginally smaller MAE by incorporating only the front radar in fusion set 2
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contra only all radars in fusion set 1. Corresponding numerical values of the MAEs
and RMSEs are presented by the end of this chapter in Table 5.1 and 5.2.

According to Figure 5.4, the currently utilized methodology and essentially the
proposed system configured with Fusion Set 4 delivers worst performance in es-
timation of longitudinal speed and yaw-rate, respectively. The proposed system
configured with Fusion Set 1 and 2 reduces the RMSE in both domains but yields
only a lower magnitude than the RMSE of current system in estimation of lon-
gitudinal speed. Comparison of the RMSE and mean subtracted RMSE shows
that the currently utilized system have the most significant magnitude reduction
which indicates presence of a larger systematic error than the proposed system.
Additionally, as can be seen this difference in magnitude is not present to the same
extent for the radar calibrated version of current utilized system which indicates
the fact that the Doppler radars manage to correct for a significant part of the sys-
tematic errors. Regarding, yaw-rate estimation, no significant differences between
MAE and RMSE can be observed. Once again Fusion Set 1 and 2 performs fairly
similar.

In Figure 5.5, the residuals of the proposed system configured with fusion set 1
are plotted in a histogram of 100 bins for the two speed domains. The plotted red
lines shows the best fit of a normal distribution curve. As can be seen, the error
distribution priorly assumed to be of normal distribution nature seem to hold but
appears biased.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution-drive test: Histogram of the proposed system output resid-
ual.

To visualize the difference in the number of observations among the different
Doppler radars, their longitudinal speed estimates have been plotted in Figure 5.6.
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As can be seen, there is a significant difference in amount of disturbance among the
different sensor units. The mid-range observations from the front looking sensor
and observations from the rear right sensor seem to be most affected by outages.
Front right radar and mid range observations from the front looking radar seem to
be least affected by observations to be considered as outliers. It is clear that even
though traffic intensity is not more than average, there is a significant amount of
disturbances present.
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Figure 5.6: Distribution-drive test: Doppler related local Kalman filter estimates
of longitudinal speed.

The autocorrelation of the fusion set 1 configured proposed systems filter in-
novations for each domain are presented in Figure 5.7 and 5.8. As can be seen,
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the Doppler related local filter innovations seem fairly uncorrelated. It should be
mentioned that due to the implemented sensor preprocessing, new sensor measure-
ments are only received if considered valid. Hence, the filter innovations cannot be
calculated at every new sample time. Hence during these samples, the innovation
have been set to zero. However, as the presence of this measurement outages should
be random, the effect of their presence in the auto-correlation has been omitted.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution-drive test: Longitudinal speed: Autocorrelation of local
and smoothing filter innovations.
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Figure 5.8: Distribution-drive test: Yaw-rate: Autocorrelation of local and smooth-
ing filter innovations.

In Figure 5.9 the cross-correlation of the system output residual is plotted for
each speed domain. It shows that the highest correlation is present at the time-lag
0 and 7, respectively. Hence, System output time-lag is present.
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Figure 5.9: Distribution-drive test: Cross-correlation between the proposed system
output and ground-truth.

5.1.2 Start/Stop-tuning Test

A graphical representation longitudinal estimation performance of the proposed
system configured with fusion set 1 and 2 is presented in Figure 5.10 and 5.11,
respectively. Graphical presentation of the corresponding yaw-rate estimation has
been omitted due its low relevance in start/stop testing.
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Figure 5.10: Start/Stop-tuning test: Longitudinal speed estimation of the proposed
system configured with fusion set 1, the currently utilized system and ground-truth.
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Figure 5.11: Start/Stop-tuning test: Longitudinal speed estimation of the proposed
system configured with fusion set 2, the currently utilized system and ground-truth.

As can be observed in both Figure 5.10 and 5.11, the number of start/stop
procedures detected by the currently utilized system is only eight meanwhile the
proposed system configured with fusion 1 and 2 both manage to capture all ten
procedures. Also, the proposed system in both set-ups manage to detect movement
earlier than the currently utilized system which shows sensitivity improvements.
Proposed system seem to detect motion at approximately 0.05 m/s. The technique
for complete stop detection seem to be valid. Comparing the two fusion sets, 1
and 2 it is clear that fusion set 2 delivers a more smooth estimate.

The MAEs and RMSEs are presented in Figure 5.12 and 5.13, respectively.
As can be seen, the proposed system performs better than the currently utilized
system in both estimation of longitudinal speed and yaw-rate, independent of the
choice of fusion set. However, most significant difference in performance among
the fusion sets seem to appear while switching between use of all radars and only
front radars. According to the this test, fusion set 2 or 4 would be preferable.
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Figure 5.12: Start/Stop-tuning test: Maximum Absolute Error (MAE).
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Figure 5.13: Start/Stop-tuning test: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and mean
subtracted RMSE.

In Figure 5.14 the Doppler based filter estimates are visualized. Significant
amount of disturbance appears present field of view of front right, rear left and
rear right radar.
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Figure 5.14: Start/Stop-tuning test: Local Kalman filter estimates of longitudinal
speed.

5.2 Performance Tests

5.2.1 Highway-drive Test

Figure 5.15 shows the estimated longitudinal speed and yaw-rate for the proposed
system in configuration of fusion set 1 and fusion set 4 against current system and
ground-truth. Figure 5.16 and 5.17 shows the MAE, RMSE and mean subtracted
RMSE.
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Figure 5.15: Highway test: Longitudinal velocity and Yaw-rate estimation.
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Figure 5.16: Highway test: Maximum Absolute Error (MAE).
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Figure 5.17: Highway test: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and mean subtracted
RMSE.

As can be observed in Figure 5.15, the proposed system configured with fusion
set 4 diverged. Due to the high measure in MAE and RMSE of fusion set 4, the
configuration in Figure 5.16 and 5.17 has been omitted. Corresponding numerical
measures are presented for all configurations in Table 5.1 and 5.2. The Previous
figures show that, in estimation of longitudinal speed, the proposed system, with
regards to MAE and RMSE, performs best in configuration of fusion set 1. In fact,
it is the only configuration where the proposed system performs overall significant
better than the current one. In estimation of yaw-rate, no significant performance
gain seem possible to achieve by use of the proposed system. Presented in Figure
5.18, Doppler related filter longitudinal speed estimates are shown.
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Figure 5.18: Highway test: Local Kalman filter estimates of longitudinal speed.

5.2.2 Start/Stop-performance Test

Figure 5.19 and 5.20 shows estimated longitudinal speed of the proposed system
in configuration of fusion set 1 and fusion set 2, respectively. The same tendencies
are observed as in Figure 5.10 and 5.11, the fusion set 2 appears more smooth.
As can be seen, the proposed system in configuration of fusion set 1 and fusion
set 2 manages to detect all five start and stops which was not the case for the the
currently employed methodology that missed the third one completely. Motion
is detected by proposed system at approximately the speed, 0.05 m/s as in the
corresponding tuning test.
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Figure 5.19: Start/Stop-performance test: Longitudinal speed and Yaw-rate esti-
mation.
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Figure 5.20: Start/Stop-performance test: Longitudinal velocity and Yaw-rate es-
timation.

In Figure 5.21 and 5.22, the MAE and RMSE measures are presented. Even
here, the tendencies are the same as in its corresponding tuning test. The proposed
system performs best in configuration of fusion set 2 and fusion set 4 where the
wheel encoder and yaw-rate sensor are not incorporated.
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Figure 5.21: Start/Stop-performance test: Maximum Absolute Error (MAE).
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Figure 5.22: Start/Stop-performance test: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and
mean subtracted RMSE.

Figure 5.23 shows the local Doppler based filters estimates in the longitudinal
speed domain. Unlike the earlier results, the radars does not appear interrupted.
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Figure 5.23: Start/Stop-performance test: Local Kalman filter estimates of longi-
tudinal speed.

5.2.3 Queue test

The estimated longitudinal speed of the queue test is presented in Figure 5.15 for
the proposed system in configuration of fusion set 1.
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Figure 5.24: Queue test: Longitudinal speed of the proposed system, the currently
utilized system and ground-truth.

The results in measurement of MAE and RMSE are shown in Figure 5.25 and
Figure 5.26, respectively.
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Figure 5.25: Queue test: Maximum Absolute Error (MAE).
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Figure 5.26: Queue test: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and mean subtracted
RMSE.

As can be seen in Figure 5.25, the MAE is now larger for the proposed system
in both speed domains independent of the configuration. This shows that the
Doppler radars clearly contributes to the worst case instantaneous performance
in this test. However, the RMSE on the other hand isl significantly lower for the
proposed system in estimation of longitudinal speed when configured with fusion set
1. In yaw-rate estimation none of the configurations seem to improve performance.
However, it should be noted that the Doppler calibrated current system performs
best with regards to MAE, RMSE mean subtracted RMSE in the longitudinal
speed domain.

The numerical results are presented in Table 5.1 and 5.2. In Figure 5.27, the
local filter estimate of the longitudinal speed of the queue test is presented.
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Figure 5.27: Queue test: Local Kalman filter estimates of longitudinal speed.

5.3 Test Statistics

This section presents numerical data from all presented tests with regards to MAE,
RMSE and mean subtracted RMSE. Also, relative change of measurements com-
pared to the currently utilized method have included. The results are presented in
Table 5.1 to 5.5.
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System 

Configuration

MAE 

[m/s]

Rel. 

MAE  

[%]

RMSE  

[m/s]

Rel.  

RMSE 

[%]

Mean 

sub. 

RMSE  

[m/s]

Rel. M. S. 

RMSE [%]

Pr. sys. Fusion set 1 0,3490 81 0,0664 56 0,0567 70

Pr. sys. Fusion set 2 0,2766 64 0,0576 49 0,0549 68

Pr. sys. Fusion set 3 0,6142 143 0,0917 77 0,0791 98

Pr. sys. Fusion set 4 3,1666 737 0,3481 294 0,3468 428

Current system 0,4298 100 0,1184 100 0,0810 100

Cal. current system 0,4088 95 0,0724 61 0,0629 78

System 

Configuration

MAE  

[rad/s]

Rel. 

MAE 

[%]

RMSE   

[rad/s]

Rel. 

RMSE 

[%]

Mean 

sub. 

RMSE   

[rad/s]

Rel. M. S. 

RMSE [%]

Pr. sys. Fusion set 1 0,0725 128 0,0077 102 0,0064 125

Pr. sys. Fusion set 2 0,0555 98 0,0077 102 0,0059 116

Pr. sys. Fusion set 3 0,3131 554 0,0146 193 0,0141 275

Pr. sys. Fusion set 4 0,1040 184 0,0195 258 0,0147 287

Current system 0,0565 100 0,0076 100 0,0051 100

Cal. current system 0,0573 101 0,0078 103 0,0057 110

Longitudinal Velocity Estimation

Yaw-rate Estimation

Table 5.1: Distribution-drive test: Numerical results.

System 

Configuration

MAE 

[m/s]

Rel. 

MAE  

[%]

RMSE 

[m/s]

Rel.  

RMSE 

[%]

Mean 

sub. 

RMSE 

[m/s]

Rel. M. S. 

RMSE [%]

Pr. sys. Fusion set 1 0,1929 88 0,0288 39 0,0286 45

Pr. sys. Fusion set 2 0,0845 38 0,0257 35 0,0247 39

Pr. sys. Fusion set 3 0,1968 90 0,0288 39 0,0286 45

Pr. sys. Fusion set 4 0,0844 38 0,0254 35 0,0246 39

Current system 0,2199 100 0,0733 100 0,0631 100

Cal. current system 0,2199 100 0,0733 100 0,0631 100

System 

Configuration

MAE 

[rad/s]

Rel. 

MAE 

[%]

RMSE 

[rad/s]

Rel. 

RMSE 

[%]

Mean 

sub. 

RMSE  

[rad/s]

Rel. M. S. 

RMSE [%]

Pr. sys. Fusion set 1 0,0120 66 0,0033 49 0,0033 97

Pr. sys. Fusion set 2 0,0120 66 0,0032 49 0,0032 96

Pr. sys. Fusion set 3 0,0120 66 0,0033 49 0,0033 97

Pr. sys. Fusion set 4 0,0120 66 0,0032 49 0,0032 96

Current system 0,0181 100 0,0067 100 0,0034 100

Cal. current system 0,0181 100 0,0067 100 0,0034 100

Longitudinal Velocity Estimation

Yaw-rate Estimation

Table 5.2: Start/Stop-tuning test: Numerical results.
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System 

Configuration

MAE 

[m/s]

Rel. 

MAE  

[%]

RMSE 

[m/s]

Rel.  

RMSE 

[%]

Mean 

sub. 

RMSE 

[m/s]

Rel. M. S. 

RMSE [%]

Pr. sys. Fusion set 1 0,2848 73 0,0651 55 0,0536 68

Pr. sys. Fusion set 2 0,3588 92 0,1076 91 0,0768 97

Pr. sys. Fusion set 3 0,5049 129 0,0956 81 0,0809 102

Pr. sys. Fusion set 4 57,1340 14602 41,2340 34988 13,2862 16833

Current system 0,3913 100 0,1179 100 0,0789 100

Cal. current system 0,3029 77 0,0692 59 0,0551 70

System 

Configuration

MAE 

[rad/s]

Rel. 

MAE 

[%]

RMSE 

[rad/s]

Rel. 

RMSE 

[%]

Mean 

sub. 

RMSE 

[rad/s]

Rel. M. S. 

RMSE [%]

Pr. sys. Fusion set 1 0,0330 96 0,0064 98 0,0050 106

Pr. sys. Fusion set 2 0,0332 96 0,0065 100 0,0049 104

Pr. sys. Fusion set 3 0,0954 277 0,0138 212 0,0133 282

Pr. sys. Fusion set 4 0,0772 224 0,0199 305 0,0141 299

Current system 0,0344 100 0,0065 100 0,0047 100

Cal. current system 0,0339 98 0,0065 100 0,0047 100

Longitudinal Velocity Estimation

Yaw-rate Estimation

Table 5.3: Highway test: Numerical results.

System 

Configuration

MAE 

[m/s]

Rel. 

MAE  

[%]

RMSE 

[m/s]

Rel.  

RMSE 

[%]

Mean 

sub. 

RMSE 

[m/s]

Rel. M. S. 

RMSE [%]

Pr. sys. Fusion set 1 0,1864 65 0,0183 36 0,0183 41

Pr. sys. Fusion set 2 0,1523 53 0,0173 34 0,0167 37

Pr. sys. Fusion set 3 0,1863 65 0,0183 36 0,0183 41

Pr. sys. Fusion set 4 0,1478 52 0,0170 34 0,0166 37

Current system 0,2858 100 0,0504 100 0,0450 100

Cal. current system 0,2863 100 0,0504 100 0,0451 100

System 

Configuration

MAE 

[rad/s]

Rel. 

MAE 

[%]

RMSE 

[rad/s]

Rel. 

RMSE 

[%]

Mean 

sub. 

RMSE 

[rad/s]

Rel. M. S. 

RMSE [%]

Pr. sys. Fusion set 1 0,0211 110 0,0033 59 0,0033 97

Pr. sys. Fusion set 2 0,0167 87 0,0036 64 0,0036 105

Pr. sys. Fusion set 3 0,0211 110 0,0033 59 0,0033 97

Pr. sys. Fusion set 4 0,0167 87 0,0037 65 0,0036 107

Current system 0,0191 100 0,0056 100 0,0034 100

Cal. current system 0,0191 100 0,0056 100 0,0034 100

Longitudinal Velocity Estimation

Yaw-rate Estimation

Table 5.4: Start/Stop-performance test: Numerical results.
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System 

Configuration

MAE 

[m/s]

Rel. 

MAE  

[%]

RMSE 

[m/s]

Rel.  

RMSE 

[%]

Mean 

sub. 

RMSE 

[m/s]

Rel. M. S. 

RMSE [%]

Pr. sys. Fusion set 1 0,6796 219 0,0657 69 0,0574 93

Pr. sys. Fusion set 2 3,2562 1050 0,2990 314 0,2936 474

Pr. sys. Fusion set 3 1,8981 612 0,1142 120 0,1100 178

Pr. sys. Fusion set 4 15,1164 4873 6,8151 7163 6,6909 10812

Current system 0,3102 100 0,0951 100 0,0619 100

Cal. current system 0,2382 77 0,0602 63 0,0491 79

System 

Configuration

MAE 

[rad/s]

Rel. 

MAE 

[%]

RMSE 

[rad/s]

Rel. 

RMSE 

[%]

Mean 

sub. 

RMSE 

[rad/s]

Rel. M. S. 

RMSE [%]

Pr. sys. Fusion set 1 0,2754 865 0,0142 211 0,0138 312

Pr. sys. Fusion set 2 0,2580 811 0,0092 137 0,0080 182

Pr. sys. Fusion set 3 0,3045 957 0,0192 285 0,0190 430

Pr. sys. Fusion set 4 0,3471 1091 0,0262 390 0,0261 592

Current system 0,0318 100 0,0067 100 0,0044 100

Cal. current system 0,0319 100 0,0067 100 0,0044 100

Longitudinal Velocity Estimation

Yaw-rate Estimation

Table 5.5: Queue test: Numerical results.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

This chapter presents an in-depth analysis of the proposed system with regards to
performance, computational complexity and characteristics related to the model
assumptions made.

6.1 System Performance

The tests shows that the proposed system manages to perform competitive two-
dimensional ego-motion estimation. Best overall performance is achieved in esti-
mation of longitudinal speed. Here, the proposed system configured with fusion set
1 outperforms the currently utilized system in all tests except the queue-test where
the MAE was higher. What is perhaps more surprisingly is the fact that fusion set
2 or 4 seem to be a better alternative than fusion set 1 due to its lower MAE and
RMSE in the two tuning tests and the start/stop-performance test. Also, shown
in Figure 5.10, 5.11, 5.19 and 5.20, the proposed system managed to, in the longi-
tudinal domain, capture all start and stops in each of the two tests meanwhile the
currently utilized methodology did not. Also, detected starts was captured earlier.
Further on, comparison of Figure 5.10 and 5.11 shows that the proposed system
configured with fusion set 2 once again is to prefer. The same tendency is shown
while comparing Figure 5.19 and 5.20.

The Doppler-based auto-calibration of the wheel encoder was shown in results of
the distribution-drive test, highway test and queue test to gain significant increase
in performance compared to the current system. Further on, results in MAE and
RMSE from the queue-test was in fact shown to be reduced even lower than the best
configuration of the proposed system. From the highway test, the same tendency
is shown even though the proposed system in configuration of fusion set 1 still
performs better in MAE and RMSE. This was not the case in the distribution-
drive test where the proposed system with fusion set 1 and 2 performed better
due to its lower MAE and RMSE. However, this should be explained by the fact
that the queue-test should include a higher amount of moving objects disturbing
the motion estimation of the Doppler radars. Hence, this shows the difficulty of
estimation ego-motion with Doppler radars in presence of higher traffic intensity.
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Even though, the fusion set 1 and 2 of proposed system seems both practically
capable of performing ego-motion estimation, the proposed system’s performance
were significantly reduced in some tests when not in use of the wheel-speed and
yaw-rate sensor. This is clearly shown in Figure 5.15 where the proposed system
in configuration with fusion set 4 diverged.

In estimation of yaw-rate, the performance of the proposed system is more
questionable. Results from the distribution-drive test, highway test and queue test
shows that currently utilized methodology is in most cases to prefer due to its
lower MAE and RMSE measures. On the other hand, according to the results
from the start/stop-test, the proposed system is the best estimator. There may be
a explanatory reason for this. Currently utilized methodology is known to deliver
poor performance at low seed. Based on this information and as earlier described,
the proposed system was implemented such that at longitudinal speed lower than 1
m/s different weighting between, Doppler radars and wheel-based sensors are used.
There seem to be the case that the use of the Doppler radar as the most reliable
sensor at low speeds is a good choice.

Based on the results presented, the proposed system cannot deliver as good
performance in estimation of yaw-rate as it can in estimation of longitudinal speed.
Also, the side-looking radars are not always contributing to any significant gain in
performance when incorporated in the proposed system. There seem to be a simple
reason for these two results. Movement in the same direction of the movement of
the sensor unit itself is probably easier than the corresponding lateral movement.
Hence, sideway movement in the Doppler radar’s field of view may not yet be
sufficient enough to be used of yaw-rate estimation in HDVs.

A Final comment related to the non-verified center of rotation utilized by the
RTK GPS. No tendencies indicating the opposite of what has been priorly assumed,
has been observed.

6.2 Architecture and Complexity

Based on the results presented in Chapter 5, it is clear that the chosen sensor
fusion architecture works in practice. As studied and calculated in Section 3.3,
the decentralized requires a lower amount of FLOPs and hence should be the most
appropriate architecture of those studied. However, the analysis and calculations
made were based on assumptions of using the proposed system in configuration
of fusion set 1 and hence in use of all Doppler radars. As the results shows, the
proposed system configured with fusion set 2 seem to be valid configuration in
some of the tests. Hence the use of only the front Doppler radar such as for the
fusion set 1 should significantly reduce the absolute computational complexity. To
evaluate the computational requirements even further, platform implementation
and more extensive tests needs to be performed.
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6.3 Noise Models and Error Modes

The autocorrelation, cross-correlation and histogram presented for the distribution-
drive test shows interesting results related to the modeled assumptions. The noise
models used in the proposed system assumes all process noise and measurement
noise to be white normal-distributed and zero-mean processes. Figure 5.5 shows
that there exists a systematic error in the estimation process of both speed domains
due to the biased distribution fit. Hence, modeling unbiased disturbance was not
entirely proper. Further on, the assumed sort of distribution seem to hold fairly
well according to Figure 5.7 and 5.8 as the time-shifted innovation sequences seem
uncorrelated. As this seem to hold, for all local Kalman filters and the system
output Kalman filter, the assumption seem to hold.

The cross-correlation between the proposed system output and ground-truth
shown in Figure 5.9 indicates a time-delay that is at-least lower than 20 samples.
This means that the system time-delay is lower than 0.2 seconds which is considered
sufficiently low to not introduce more delay than other estimators used in todays
ADASs.

6.4 Tuning and Parameter Settings

The system parameters of the proposed system was tuned sufficiently well to yield
performance presented in Chapter 5. Unfortunately, as previously described in
Section 4.2 more tuning were needed after testing the performance test log-files
due to divergence. Also, the system parameters were set by empirical testing and
hence there is no guarantee that the parameters chosen are the best suited to the
proposed system. Also, as previously described, no log-file should ever be capable
to cover all dynamics and hence it is impossible to answer whether or not the
proposed system is tuned sufficiently to handle all dynamics. Hence one can never
be sure that the proposed system will not diverge. Additionally, tuning was made
to gain adequate performance with both fusion set 1 and 2, when all Doppler radars
were activated.

6.5 Motion Models

Experience from the tuning phase of the proposed system says that maximum
performance and sufficient robustness are two topics difficult to ensure simulta-
neously. Luckily an adequate level of both worlds seem to have been achieved to
some extent. However, to further improve the proposed system more extensive
performance tests need to be performed. It was noticed while tuning the system
that divergence occurred and seemed to be in situations of rapid changes in speed
magnitude. Hence, the issue should be directly related to the predicted motion
of the vehicle. Either, the motion models used are either too simple to capture
all dynamics or incorrect. It should be noticed that the longitudinal acceleration,
currently used as the major contribution to improve the previous state as the best
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predictor of future states, is strongly quantized and oscillatory in its behavior.
Indications have been observed that this signal due to these limiting aspects is
not always sufficient and in fact sometimes even contributing to a more improper
prediction. Hence, in bad occasions, this may lead to system divergence.

6.6 Outlier Detection and Fault Detection

The outlier detection implemented and used by the proposed system seem to work
as intended. However, specific performance of this part has not been separately
evaluated within this project. The same applies to the fault detection presented in
Section 3.4.5 which has been implemented and incorporated into the wheel encoder
and yaw-rate sensor related filters. Here, the purpose and chosen parameter set-
tings for fault detection may be more questionable as they have been implemented
to detect faulty sensor types. However, based on the results found, there is also
questionable to consider the the wheel encoder and yaw-rate sensor as the sensor
types to reject once sensor failure has been detected. However, more testing needs
to be done to further evaluate if the methodology should be used in future imple-
mentation and if true, testing of proper parameters should be tested and evaluated
more specifically.

6.7 Auto-calibration and Regulation

As previously mentioned, it seem to be the case that it is possible to perform
auto-calibration by use of the Doppler radars. In fact from the three tests, the
distribution-drive test, the highway test and the queue test, performance was sig-
nificantly increased compared to the current methodology and even competitive
with the proposed system. Based on the results from the queue tests, the auto-
calibration seem to be a better choice in presence of high traffic intensity and
hence potentially more robust. To evaluate whether or not this the implemented
auto-calibration would meet the performance requirements to substitute the re-
current and regulated physical calibration requires more long-term testing. Also,
there does not seem to be the case that any kind of auto-calibration would be al-
lowed according to current legislation. However, from the results presented within
this project the proposed auto-calibration seem very promising with regards to
performance and robustness.

6.8 Summary

The proposed system performs best in estimation of longitudinal speed where it
overall performs better than the currently utilized methodology. Also, complete
stop detection with low speed driving have been significantly improved. Auto-
calibration seem promising and may motivate future regulation of tachometer cal-
ibration. The proposed system seem to be most robust in configuration of all
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Doppler radars and hence the use of only front radar should not yet be sufficient
for ego-motion. However, robustness of ego-motion estimation systems should be
prioritized. It seem to be the case that that in high traffic intensity, the per-
formance of proposed system is decreased. More extensive tuning and testing of
proposed system should therefore be done.
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Conclusion

This final chapter presents a thesis summary shortly describing the work that has
been carried out within the scope of this thesis project and description of future
work to be done.

7.1 Thesis Summary

This thesis project presents a two-dimensional ego-motion estimation system suit-
able for heavy duty vehicles. The proposed ego-motion system estimates longi-
tudinal speed and yaw-rate based on the already utilized ADAS-sensors, Doppler
radar, inductive wheel-speed sensor, accelerometer and yaw-rate sensor. The pro-
posed system operates by use of decentralized and Kalman filter-based sensor fusion
algorithm with Doppler-based fusion feedback. The proposed system performs bet-
ter than currently utilized ego-motion system in estimation of longitudinal speed.
Maximum Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) have on
highway with high amount of traffic, in performance tests, been reduced with up
to 27 % and 45 %, respectively. In low-speed start/stop-performance test, the pro-
posed system manages to deliver even larger reduction in MAE and RMSE. Tests
shows that in some scenarios, best performance may be achieved in use of front-
looking Doppler radar which should make the proposed system potentially suitable
for implementation in current Doppler radar configuration in today’s production
HDVs.

7.2 Future Work

Radar-based ego-motion looks promising, at least if in estimation of longitudinal
speed. However, there still exists interesting and potentially crucial work to be
done, both to extend the proposed system and to ensure its performance with re-
gards to accuracy, robustness and precision. A first natural continuation of this
thesis project would be to further tune the system based on new more extensive
tuning tests. Further on, performance tests should be designed to evaluate per-
formance in a more narrow sense. Longer log-files should be tested to capture
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even more uncommon dynamics and should be set to maximize performance of
one specific fusion set configuration, preferably fusion set 2. As robustness should
be of high importance and the indications of filter divergence were observed while
tuning, improvement of the prediction local filter motion models should be consid-
ered. Essentially, the quantized longitudinal acceleration signal should be analyzed
if possible to improve by signal-processing techniques.

Further on, before the proposed system can be used on-line in real-word exper-
iments on a HDV the implementation needs to be rewritten and configured to fit
a final vehicular platform ECU.

To further improve the accuracy of the proposed system, auto-calibration of the
Doppler mounting angle and adaptive centrum of rotation should be considered.
The Doppler radar sensor units may physically be exposed to a demanding environ-
ment which hence may affect the sensor unit mounting angle. The assumed centrum
of rotation used in the proposed system is a physical approximation. Whether or
not an adaptive model would contribute to gain in system performance has not
been tested and should be verified. Also, there seems to be some difference in
sensitivity to disturbances among the Doppler radar. The reason for this should
be evaluated.

The proposed system is implemented to estimate ego-motion in two dimensions
but could be extended to also estimate lateral speed which have been previously
argued to be of interest. Estimation of lateral speed should be, in principle, possible
to implement by use of the same theory as for the longitudinal speed.

Finally, slowly diverging sensor type estimates may lead to incorrect and biased
estimates. In order to further evaluate which sensor type that should be considered
most accurate at the time may, voting strategy may be used. Potentially, GPS
and vehicular cameras are standard sensors that could potentially be used for this
purpose.
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